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Bookstore gets a facelift

j oe Meno publishes
flrst novel.
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Columbia e~
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1
on $60 millioff ~vED
building project::.:
COLLEGE I.IBJtARy
JAMES BOOZER

Editor-in-Chief

This parking lot at Harrison and State could soon become the future site of a
state-of-the-art "super dorm".

-Columbia to help build
$200 million -''student
village'' in South Loop
College teams up with three other institutions to build state-of-the-art
"super dorm"
cators. He notes as an example the Chicago
Education Alliance, a co llection of university and
civic leaders designed to support reform of the
Col umbia, DePaul Un ivers ity, Roosevelt
public school system, wh ich has ambitions to
University and Robert Morris College - four
move into the center as well .
schools with prominent campuses in the South
"The spirit of collaborat ion that has characterLoop - have jo ined forces and proposed a $200
ized this proposal's development is unprecedentmillion student vi llage at the southeast comer of
ed," Gall continued. "Our collective support
State Street and Congress Parkway. The facility
required setting aside singular goals and embracwould house as many as I ,600 beds, 600 of
ing a plan that serves the common good."
which would be occupied by Columbia students.
Roosevelt Univers ity President Theodo re Gross
If successful , the building could replace the
concurred. In an interview with the Chicago SunResidence Center, 731 S. Plymouth Ct. , unless
Times, Gross called the plan "remarkable," reiterg rowth in the student body demands both faciliating Gall's belief that it will transform the South
ties, according to
Loop.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Duff will folColumbia's

The futu re o f Columbia has become a little brighter wi th the recent
announcement from schoo l adm inistrators that the college will embark
on a unique building program geared toward expand ing Columbia's
campus and improving existing faci lities. The $60 million program is
the largest the school has ever undertaken and could spark more commercial development in the South Loop .
"It had been well understood for a very long time that we had serious, pressing space needs for a large number of our programs. We happen to be in a set of circumstances in which a large number of properties that were located in the right place became available, so fortunately, the institution was able to respond to what really was an opportunity," said Bert Gall, Columbia's Provost and Executive Vice President.
The "opportunity" according to Gall, wi ll res ult in space improvements
for 70 percent of the college.
As one of the largest property owners in the South Loop- -second
only to the Chicago Hilton and Towers- Columbia's bu ilding program
wou ld create more of a signature look to the campus and bring all of
the properties owned by the college to the South Loop. "This is a blueprint for creating an identity for Colum bia in the South Loop," said
Jo hn B Duff, Columbia's president in an interview with Crain
Chicago Business.
O ne of the largest properties owned by the co llege is the Lund ington
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President John B.
Duff.
In addition to
ho using, the new
structure, o fficially called the
Uni versity Center
o f Chicago,

low the plan's
'The spirit of collab_oration that has char- development
acterized this proposal's development is w ith interest,
despite stepp ing
unprecedented. "
down at the end
---Bert Gall
of the 1999-2000
Columbia's Provost and Executive Vice President school year and
says that the finished work wi ll
would provide
students
a park-for · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - be "very impresing garage, as well as space for art projects and
s ive." "It wi ll be a dominant bui lding in the
theater productions. In addition, the building's
South Loop." Currently, however, the proposal is
ground level would be devoted to retail outlets.
still in the development stages. T he City of
The center would be operated by a nonprofit
Chicago's Planning Department must sti ll
organization formed by the fo ur schools called
approve the plan , and it may be severa l months
the Educational Advancement Fund, Inc.
before that happens, according to Gall.
Columbia's Provost and Executive Vice
DePaul originally sought the area last summer,
President Bert Gall said that the plan is capable
but their $100 million plan was rejected by the
of "transform ing the South Loop into a student
city. After competition for the site heated up, the
quarter unparalleled in the history of Chicago."
fo ur schools decided that a partnership was the
In a statement, Gall explained that the plan
best way to go. According to Duff, no other instiwould allow schools to keep their separate identi- tutions have been known to have responded to the
ties while at the same time building the South
city's request for bids for the site.
Loop into a hotbed for Chicago students and edu-

New vice president
position created
Duff names Floyd as interim Vice President for
Academic Affairs
JOTHAM SEDERSTROM

Campus Editor
Hanging on a wall in Dr.
Samuel Floyd 's office in the 623
S . Wabash bui ld ing, is a framed
record o f the F isk Jubi lee Quartet,
dated 1905. It features Roland Hayes,
the first blac k male
to win acclaim in
America
and
Europe as a concert
artist. It was given
to him in 1985 when
he taught a summer
seminar for the
Nationa l
Endowment
for
SAMUEL
Humanities.
"I treasure it," Floyd said of
the record and of his invitatio n to
teach at the seminar, which came
as a result of his accomplishments
with the Center for Black Music
Research at Col urn bia.
Since the Center's humb le
beginning when it occupied a single office, the CBMR has expanded to 7,000 square feet, and is
g rowing almost as fa st as
Columbia itself. With the acq uisi-

··.·'··"'.

tion of seven more bui ldings, and
an ups urge in student en ro ll ment,
Columbia is outgrowing its normal operations.
"The population at this institution has been growing stead ily at
an enormous rate," said F loyd
who estimates there are
now approximately 250
full-time faculty members, up from about I 00
when he ac ted as
Columbia's Academic
Dean from 1990 to
1993. "W hen you 're
growing like this you
need mo re people, and
som etimes it brings the
necess ity for some kind
FLOYD
ofrestructuring."
Floyd has been with
the center since founding it in
1983, and will continue as d irector
while filling an interim position as
Vice Pres ident of Academic
Affairs. The new position was created in response to a report by the
North Central Associa tion, the
organization responsible
for
accrediting colleges in Ill inois.
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Vargas resigns, takes job as
dean at vocational center

EDITOR-IN-cHIEF
CHRISTOPHER RICHERT

J OTHA M SED ERS TROM

i BUSINESS/ADVERTISI NG

Campus Editor

MANAGER

Madaline Roman-Vargas, assistant dean
o f student life since 1992, resigned from
Columbia over the s ummer in order to pursue
a career at Wright College as the dean of the
Humboldt Park Vocationa l Center.
" I hesitated and hesitated because I love
Co lumbia College," Roman- Vargas said.
"But, you know, I had to mo ve on. I wanted
to pursue professiona l growth ."
Hugh Jeffers, a recent graduate of
Columbia's management department ' who
worked under Roman-Vargas as a graduate
assistant, will assume the position until a permanent replacement is found. According to
Dean of Students, Jean Lightfoot, a professional search is underway, and a replacement
is expected by the spring semester.
" I regretted losing her, but was also very
supportive of her entering a new phase of her
professional life," Lightfoot said. "The transition is at a point where she' ll be able to
handle more respons ibility."
As dean of the Humboldt Park Vocational
Center, 1645 North California, RomanVargas will serve as a representati ve of the
school and oversee day-to-day operations. In
addition, she will be responsible for the
industrial, electrical maintenance and practical nursing programs offered there.
"It was almost a match made in heaven,"
said Dr. Charles Guengerich, vice president
of faculty and instruction at Wright College.
"S he 's an extremely hard-working pro fessional who cares about the students."
With approximately 1200 students, the
vocational center opened its doors in 1995
under the administration of Wright College
because of an increas ing public demand for
more technical and career training in
Chicago.
"The center provides continuing educational courses, GED and ESL training for students who need it to enter the job market,"
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Guengerich said.
Currently, RomanVargas is working
toward a doctoral
degree in public policy
analysis and adult continu ing education at
Northern Illinois.
Roman- Vargas
knew Guengerich and
Joseph Leary, executive dean for career
programs at Wright
College, from her earlier work with the
now-defunct Chicago
City-Wide College.
"She has a very
good repor with the
Humboldt Park community," Leary sai d.
"She is a lso familiar
with most of its community leaders."
Roman-Varga s
learned of the position
in June through the

Chronicle of Higher
Education and gave
the notice to Co lumbia
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLEGE RELATIONS
soon after bei ng hired.
Once she made a
Madaline Roman-Vargas
final decision, "she L_ _ _ _ _ _:.::::..:::.:::.:.:..:.:.....~~..:..::.:..:......:...;~=..:...-------'
told me maybe three
In addition to her role as assistant dean of
weeks before s he actually left," Lightfoot student life, Roman-Vargas also managed the
said. " But that's perfectly appropriate proto- Latino Cultural Affairs office during the
col."
1997-98 school year. The office was estabRoman-Vargas, who oversaw student lished in 1994 to promote social and cultural
organizations while at Columbia, helped ease events pertaining to Latinos and other
the transition by working to complete new minorities.
Student Organization Council handbooks
While there are no contractual agreements
and brochures before leaving.
to determine how long she will be with the
" I'm glad that she's moving onward and vocational center, a performance appraisal
upward," said Michael Jackson, college rela- will be conducted after one year.
tions associate and faculty advisor to the Gay
"You have to prove yourself," Romanand Lesbian Student Organization. "She will Vargas said. "It will take at least a couple of
be missed."
years to get the center off and running."
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Arts advocate Bonnie Brooks appointed
chair of Columbia's Dance Department
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Bonnie Brooks, former president of Dance/USA and a renowned
advocate for and consultant to professional dance companies and
other nonprofit arts organizations, has been named chai r of the Dance
Department, effecti ve next month.
In addition to supervising al l departmental academic activities,
Brooks will oversee pub lic programming for the dance center, along
with Dance Center's Executive Director Phillip Reynolds.
Co lumbia's President John B. Duff was pleased with the election.
"Bon nie Brooks' national stature and wealth of experience as an arts
advocate, educator, and programmer make her an ideal choice fo r the
Dance Department, one o f o ur fastest growing academic divisions,"
Duff said.

Brooks served e ight years as president and executive director of
Dance/ USA, a national dance service organization, before staning
her own bus iness last year as a writer, editor, consultanl, educator and
project manager for clients in the nonprofit arts community, including Dance/USA, Hubbard Street Dance Chicago and the Dance
Resource Center of Greater Los Angeles.
·
Presently located in Virginia, Brooks is no stranger to Illinois. She
received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Wheaton College.
The Dance Department gives Chicago its on ly instructional program that cu lminates in a bachelor of ans degree in dance. The
department has over I 00 dance majors and offers classes to many
professional dancers and commun ity residents as well as undergraduates.
The department began searching for a permanent chairperson prior
to the 1998-99 school year. Richard Woodberry had served as acting
chairperson since that time.
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Whi le the report commended Columbia
fo r addin g severa l midd le- ma nagement
roles, it was noted that Columbia 's top-level

!

administration remained, " too lean for com-
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fort". It also s uggested that a vice president
position could ass is t l'rovost Bert Ga ll wilh
some of hi s day to day acti vilies.
Floyd was chosen for the job, according
to l'rc; ident John Duff', because of' his previou\ role as academic dea n.
"We separaicd the academic pan from the
provo \t's responsibi lit ies," said Duff', who
noied that l'rovost Gall would be concentratinj; on a number of major bui ld ing projects
th1s year.
" li e is an ideal choice because he knows
Columbia well ," Dul'f said . " li e knows the

academic structure. He knows the culture
and most of the faculty."
According to Floyd the position. which
became effective September I, is without a
formal job description. Though he will oversec both the undergraduate and g raduate programs, his role is being modeled from other
col leges that have similar positions.
"My responsibility is to determine rig ht
now the state of things in the academic arena
here," Floyd said. "Over the past few yea rs a
large number of' documents and se lf~s tudies
ha ve bcc11 produced."

According to President Dun·. Floyd will
hold the interim position tllllil u new pres ident is named. Floyd speculated that hi s role
as both Vice President o f' Academic Aflhirs
a nd direc tor of the Center for Black Music
Research would last until the end of the
spring semester.
"The vice presidency is go ing to be a fulltime job," Floyd su id. " It 'll slow me down,
but I have good people here."

According to Floyd, Marsha Heizer, associate director of publications and Morris
Phibbs, coordinator of development activities wi ll bare an increased work load at the
CBM R as a result of h is new responsibilities.
"'With things like this you want to contribute if you can make things easier or if
you can make the trans iti on easier," Floyd
said. "That's rea lly why I accepted the positio n. In that way I feel like it's a positive
thing. and I think I can make a positive contribu tion to the transition."
With his recent ly published 1,273-page
refere nce book, entitled Th<l lntcmntionnl
Dictionary of l:lluck Co mposers, and the
continuing publication of the l:lluck Music
Research Journal nnd th<l BMR Digest,
activi ties ut the Center ure keeping Floyd
busy enoug h us it is.
" I guess in some ways everyone will have
a little more loud," Floyd said. " l:lutthere tire
24 hours in u day."

INKLINGS...
#!!~!IJ9. .t!!~.IJ?!'.~( .r?! i!I.'!~. IJ?il.i!.... .. ......... .
According to a report by the Federal Trade
Commission, some marketing and advertising campaigns are, would'ya believe, less than truthful. In the
report, dated June '99, the FTC warns consumers to
be weary of ad verti sements using phrases like "scientific breakthrough," "secret formula," or "ancient
ingredient". In addition, consumers are warned to distance themselves from, "A claim that the government,
the medical profession or research scientists have
conspired to supress the product."
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Columbia students peruse the newly renovated bookstore. Construction won't be finished
until October, when a separate door will lead to Michigan Avenue.

Columbia's bookstore
receives needed facelift
KtMBERELY BREHM

Assistant Editor
Returning Columbia s tudents should have a much
more pleasant experience shopping at the bookstore this
semester than in the past. The bookstore, which hired a
new manager last semester, has been remodeled, reorganized and will have longer business hours for convenience.
Instead of the required textbooks being organized by
course number, the books will now be arranged alphabetically by department. The new o rganization matches
Columbia's course schedule, which should make textbooks much easier to find for students.
In addition, Fo llett has a new Web site, located at
www.efollett.com, which is linked to the Columbia's Web
site. Students can now buy books online along with clothing and other goods sold at the bookstore. The Web site
a lso has a place w here students can provide direct feedback to the books tore. [See sidebar below for on-line
book buying information.]
" We are very excited about our new store," said Eileen
Cleary, manager o f Columbia's bookstore. " I come from
a retail background, and I want our bookstore to flow
smoothly. It wi ll be a much more pleasant place to shop,"
Renovations on the bookstore won't be complete until
the end of October, when a doorway leading directly onto
Michigan Avenue will be created. This will make it possible for students and community residents to enter the
bookstore without entering the building itself. Cleary is
plann ing a grand opening for the bookstore when the renovations are comp lete.
"The new door on Michigan Avenue will let the pub lic
know that Columbia College is a place to visit and get to
know," C leary said. "It will make Columbia and the
bookstore a bigger part of the community at large."
The maj or changes at Columbia 's bookstore came
about after an advisory committee, which consists of faculty members, department chairpersons and students, was
formed last semester to discuss problem areas and issues
with the bookstore. Columbia wanted a committee where
students, faculty, and administration could provide input
on what their needs and expectations were for the bookstore.
" We contacted Follett last year and they were gracious
enough to host a luncheon to hear all of the issues that
grew out of the advisory committee," said R. Michael
DeS aile, Columbia's Vice President for Finance. " Follett
has made a great effort and has committed to all advisory
issues and ideas. Eileen has also made a major di fference
as she comes from an an background and s he knows what

we are all about and she communicates very well,"
DeSalle said.
Cleary said that the bookstore advisory committee has
aided her immensely in knowing what particular changes
were most needed. "The committee prov ided lots of feedback from the university," Cleary said. " It has opened the
lines of communication which is very good and very
important."
Some of the committee's main issues were store hours,
the selection of what the bookstore offered and the buy
back of books. Another major concern was maki ng sure
that the correct number of textbooks was available to students.
The advisory committee d iscovered that students and
facu lty wanted more fi ction and art books avai lable at the
bookstore. They also wanted a bookstore that offered a
broader se lection of trade books and better customer service. Good communication between students, administration and faculty, and the bookstore was also considered
key.
The bookstore also had some complaints and issues to
discuss. Cleary said a major problem for the bookstore
was getting adoptions from faculty members in a timely
manner. Adoptions are the book list g iven by faculty
members to let the bookstore know what books will be
needed for each course .
"Adoptions need to be received before the end of each
semester so that we know what will be needed the following semester, and it's the on ly way we can offer to buy
back books from students," Cleary said. " If we aren 't
s ure a book will be needed, we can't buy it back. Late
adoptions have always been a problem in the past but it
has improved."
Many students complained that when books are bought
back by the bookstore, the students don' t receive a fair
amount for the books. Many students have received $1.50
for a book that orig inally cost $40. Cleary explained that,
while students are looking for the best price, usually
wholesale prices have to be given back, which are typically very low.
" We can't buy every book back from all students,"
Cleary said. "Many students act as if they are renting
their textbooks, but they should be getting something out
of the books when they were read. Also, students can't
expect to be able to sell every book back to the bookstore."
Columbia's new and improved bookstore has been
opened for business since last Monday. The new hours
are Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Rating the online booksellers
The Chronicle accessed a few of the Web sites for a
price comparison for the Writer's Reference, by Diane
Hacker, that must be purchased for English I, a required
class for all students. The prices are for a new textbook
but most Web sites offer used books as well . As you will
see, it pays to shop around:

Efollett.com
Buy.com
Varsitybooks.com
Theuzone.com
Bestbookbuy.com

$31.40
$30.35
$29.55
$18.76
$9.99

The Support Center of Chicago is offering a course
for people who want to learn the art o f building a
diverse base of relationships. "Networking: Meeting
the Right People at the Right Time" delves into the
pit of capitalism with topics including "how to
increase your relationship-building potential," "where
and how to make contacts and collect information,"
and "how to cultivate your contacts after the big
event." Be there!
David Orr is celebrating his 20th anniversary as
Alderman of the 49th Ward and he's inviting us all to
the big party at Excalibur on October 7. Actually, it's
a fund raiser and the minimum ticket price is $75.
Boasting himself as a leader in the fight for campai gn
finance reform, Ald. Orr promises "valet parking will
be available."
According to the Summer '99 issue of Violence
Prevention News, a risk factor for youth violence
mi.ght be gang membership.

Where to be and who to see around
f~{~i19!'. il.'!!l. P.'!.~il.'!'P!I.~...................... .
September 27. Hosted by Ron Falzone, art ist-in-residence at Columbia, a tribute to Busby Berkeley will
be at the Chicago Cultural Center 's Rando lph Cafe,
77 E. Washington, at I p.m. Admission is
free ... Sainkho Namtchylak, one o f the many artists
participating in the World Music Festival : Chicago
'99 thru Sept. 30, wi ll perform at the HotHouse, at 3 1
E. Balbo, at 7 p.m. Admission is $10.
September 28. Paranda , from Belize, will perform
6:30 at the HotHouse, followed by Fantcha, from
Cape Verde, and then J ohn Santos & Omar Sosa, a
duo from Puerto Rico and Cuba. All of the acts are
pan of the World Music Festival. Admiss ion is $10.
October 1. Catherine Hegarty, award-winning Irish
soprano, wi ll make her U.S. debut at the Irish
American Heritage Center, 4626 N. Knox Ave, at 8
pm. Trained in C lassical music, Hegarty plays traditional Irish fol k music including the songs of Thomas
Moore and M.J . Molloy. Admission is $10.
Now thru October 3. Pedway Art Exhib ition: MUSART
is a project constructed by the Smart Museum at the
University of Chicago and by 10 Chicago public
schools. The collaboration documents the drawings of
Reavis Elementary School students who were asked
to "draw their thoughts and feelings," as they listened
to several jazz tunes ... Seven photographers and installationists combine unorthodox artistic methods (xrays, MRl s) to exhibit their science-therned art.
EMBODY disembody will be displayed in the
Michigan Avenue Galleries at the Chicago Cultural
Center, 78 E. Washington St. Admission is free, seven
days-a-week.
Now thru October 31. The original edi tion of Frederick
Douglass' slave narrative is one of the relics displayed at, "A Tribute to Our Enslaved Ancestors:
The People's Exhibit" . With historical photographs
of former slaves, rare letters, posters and books, the
exhibit will be presented at the Caner G Woodson
Regional Library, 9525 S. Halsted, by the
International Society of Sons and Daugh ters of Slave
Ancestry.
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building at II 04 S. Wabash. This building
will house a large student ga llery, additional offices for the Hokin Center and will
become the future home of the college's
largest academic department, Film and
Video. According to Gall, it will take at
least three to four years before the building
is fully occupied.
The college's long-time dream to move
the Dance Center to the South Loop could
happen within the next year. However, convert ing the 33 E. Congress building to fu ll
college usage could take five years to complete. Columbia currently occupies more
than half of the bui lding's space.
"The gift of the 724[S. Wabash] property, the so-called Buddy Guy building,
would allow for the development of a comprehensive student center is the most uncertain in terms of timing simply because, in a
way, it requires the most money to be able
to do anything," Gall said.
The new multi-purpose building, tentati ve ly ca lled the Student Life Center, will
include a student union, meeting rooms, a
200 plus-seating auditorium and possibly a
fitness center or cinema. Gall also suggested that Columbia's bookstore and
Admissions office would be relocated to the
center once it's built; however, he said it
was too early to make that official.
"When you acquire an existing buil ding,
you can gratify the funds to remodel a noor
or two at a time. When you talk about building it from the ground up, you have to have
all the money in place at one time," Gall
said.
This ambitious project is at least a fiveyear overtaking for the college according to
Gall, but the rewards, returns and promises
of it are really exciting for "positioning the
college for years to come."

s

Deadline September 30th

According to a report from Crain
Chicago Business, the college will take the
lead in creating a nonprofit economic
development group in the hopes of increasing commercial g rowth in the South Loop.
The idea is to pull togther area property
owners, and possibly form a special service
district similar to the one formed by State
Street merchants to provide additional
street-cleaning and other services in that
area, according to the report.
" I think there are two things that are contributing to the commercial growth potentia l of the neighborhood. One is the conversion of under-developed property by developers into housing, and the other is, in
which we play certain ly large role, the
enhanced institutional role jn the South
Loop," Ga ll said. "We [have] been the primary example of that."
Wi th more traffic in the South Loop, the
college believes it will encourage more
commercial growth that otherwise would
not happen. "You' re not going to put a large
investment into a couple of major grocery
stores in this neighborhood if nobody lives
here," Gall said.
The city of Chicago is a key factor in
Columbia's redevelopment plans. The city
controls an important "gateway" according
to Gall, into the South Loop--a parcel of
land at Congress Parkway and State Street.
In August, Columbia teamed up with
th ree other institutions [See front-page
story] and jointly submitted a proposal to
the City of Chicago's Planning Department
to build a "student village" on the cityowned site. It will take at least several
months before the planning department
approves their proposal. " I think that at the
moment, this is the most exciting part of the
city,"Gall said.
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Use your dollars with sense.
The Associates Student Visa®can help you manage college expenses with
fewer worries. Your dollars go further with all these great benefits.
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• No annual fee
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To apply, call toll free

1-888-SEND-ONE.
•See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanying the credit card.
For more information and great discounts, visit our Web site at
www.stud~ntcr~dltcard .com.
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*To provide you with balanced and accurate coverage
of issues, events and people.
*To be ''Columbia's Choice" for campus news,
viewpoints, arts and entertainment and more.
*To be an instrumental part of the Columbia College
community.
*To be professional at what we do.
Expect nothing but- the best from The Columbia Chronicle
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BY BILLY O'KEEFE

Controversy surrounds
appointment of Floyd
as Vice President for
Academic Affairs

The Chronicle Mailbag
Three cheers for Columbia
College...
Dear students,

ing ha rd in whatever you believe
and dream of. I look forward to
seeing you in the future.

Madeline Roma n-Vargas

For the last seven y ears,
Columbia College has been my
profess ional family.
As the
/\ssistant Dean of Student Life, I
have overseen the stude nt groups,
special even ts and the Latino
Affairs omce. I have made the
decis ion to leave Columbia and I
will mi ss working with all of you.
I want you to know that being at
Columbia was a wonderful learning experience and that you w ill
have a very special place in my
heart. I want to wish you the best
of luck in your endeavors, and
encourage you to continue work-

...and three more for the
Chronicle
Dear Editor,
My name is Angel Luis Neris
and I am an alumni of Columbia
College (C lass of '83). I am
extremely delighted to see that the
Chronicle is still one of the best
college newspapers around . I m ust
admit, it is even better than when I
was attending college.

Angel Ncris

EDITOON

B Y BILLY O ' KEEFE

Student village would be a
welcome addition t o the
South Loop

See
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verybody's complaining. Who a m I to
argue? Our country is $5 trillion in the hole
(where's Peter Francis Geraci when :l:'ou
need him?), our president just freed some terron sts
and our next president is almost guaranteed to ~e an
idiot, unless some last-mmute
change surfaces in the race,
which by the way, runs too
long, muc~ like this sentence.
The polar 1ce caps are meltmg;
there's too many boy bands on
the radio; Sammy Sosa isn't
going to hit 7 1 home runs; the
Cleveland Browns still stink,
and the sun already sets before
7 p.m., and it's only
September. On to p of all that, I
have homework tonight (probably). For this I don't even get
paid?
Hey, what's wrong with a
little ranting here and there? Why, noth ing at all. Only
thing is, nobody's listening - to ~s young folks, a~y
way. Advertisers think we're stupid, lawmakers thmk
we're weird-loo king and strange, parents who aren't
ours think we're scal'y and everyone else knows we're
broke. Our rally cries will lift our blood pressure
before they raise a ny sort of p~b h c consciOusness.
Unless, of course, you put It m wntmg.
Do tha t, a nd suddenly everybody looks at you as
if to say, "Oh, you're one of them." In our black-andwhite Christian-or-Satanist world, to be lwentysomething years o ld or younger is to be perce ived as one of
two types o f people: brainless, lost, full of tattoos and
as influential as a sock puppet, or mgemous, threatening, full of tattoos and as powerful as anyone who
comes with in two miles of your plans to take over the
world - o r, more specifi cally, their job.
I don't make the rules; I only understand them
from m y own personal experience. And from what I
know the lines are drawn between those who feel
threat'ened by the written word and those who use it
like a crowbar. I know what side I'm on. Do you?
Being the hardened young adult you are, you
probably already know that changing the world isn't
gonna be so easy after all . But then, neither is changing a tire - a t first. Once you get the han~ ?f 11, however, it's a s nap. And once you start wntmg for an
audie nce that listens, it's hard to stop. Eventually, you
realize that influencing a handful of people at a time
is every bit as rewarding, and far less painful, than
overthrowing some government. What's more, you
can win prizes and even make a career out of tt. Chaching.
You may be say ing to yourself, "Well Billy, if you
love writing for this page so much, why don 't you
marry it, you miserable clod?"
Hey, I' d love to. and if it were legal, I would. But
it 's not, and besides, with six classes a nd three-and-ahalf jobs s taring me down this semester, I don' t have
time. Therefore I'm willing to share with anyone who
wants in.
I don't feel like looking it up, but I know that there
are a t least 8,000 students at Columbia right now. At
last count, at least 7,000 of you, including a whole lm
of journalism and broadcast majors. have oeve.r wntten for the Chronicle or any other newspaper (hke the
Chronicle ). It 's true! And that's too bad, because I
know that, with the e xception of some of you total
nutjobs, a ll of you have something inside that's dying
to be written.
It won't get you college credit, and no one's going
to gi vc you an ..A .. for your work.
ll ere's your bi g c hance perhaps your last
chance
to say what's on your mind and make it
count before you exit the stag~ und pluy in the real
world. Take advantage of it. Who knows? You muy
like telling a few thousand people what's on your
mind every now and then. I know I do.
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With the start of the new school year
comes a wave of controversy surrounding
Columbia's President, John B. Duff's decision to create the interim posit ion of Vice
President for Academ ic Affairs. After careful
review o f the final report from the North
Central Association [NCA], President Duff
agreed with the NCA recomme ndation that
despite Columbia's substantial growth in
recent years, there was a great need for a Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
According to Duff, the office of the
Provost has been "stretched almost beyond
limit" because of an increase workload and
the creation of a Vice President for Academic
Affairs would help relieve Bert Gall,
Columbia 's Provost and Exec utive Vice
President of his academic supervis ion duties
so thJt he could focus on his other obligations
to the college. While this may seem simple
enough for everyone to understand, there
remain s to be a cloud of confusion and lackluster s upport from many of Columbia's top
administrators and facul ty regardi ng Duff's
deci sion. Just what those reas ons are, we
don 't know.
One week a fter Duff's initial an nouncement regarding his decision to create the
interim administrative position. he appoin ted
Dr. Samuel Floyd , director of the Center for
Black Mus ic Research interim Vice Presi dent
for Academic Affairs. From our point of
view, Duff's appointment of Dr. Floyd
seemed to be a very wise one cons idering Dr.
Floyd was Columbi a's Academic Dean from
1990 to 1993.
Nam ing Dr. Floyd to the inte rim post, in
our opinion, made perfect sense . While we
are not saving that the other candidates for
the posi ti~n -were less qualified tha n Dr.
Floyd, he was, to o ur knowledge, the on ly
person who had held a similar administrative
position to the one he now holds as mtenm
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
So why is there so much confus ion and
gossip, if you will, regarding what we here at
the Chronicle consider a " no-brainer" decision? It's understandable that a person may
not want to g ive up part of their responsibilities to someone else, but no one, no matter
how they fee l or w hat they say, can handle
the current workload the office 'Oflhe Provost
is faced with and continue to full y preform
hi s or her job at a I 00 percent le vel. Why
wo rk yourself to death if there are options
available that would allow you 10 ease yo ur
workload while fulfillin g your o the r commitments to the college?
If President Duff feels that he made the
right decision of a ppoin ting Dr. Floyd interim
Vice Pres ident for Academic /\ffairs, then we
all s hould not only applaud his decision, but
support Dr. Floyd in hi s new role. T here is no
need to question why the posi tion was created or why Dr. Floyd was chosen. We all know
the reasons behind this dec ision and we
s hould accept them at face value and not '
allow our "pcr;<mal" feeling; to hamper the
conunwng ad vancement o f Columb1a as one
o f the best liberal art' and communication
in~tltut i on!l. 111 the nCJtHJn .
In order for Columbia to cununue to grow
and pn"per, we must all work togethe r a'
one If we can ' t accompiJ; h tha t, then we arc
in very 'icriouc., trouble.

I-et'• all ju mp fur joy and clap our hands!
Why 'hou ld we do that y ou as k' 1 Well , if you
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Editorial
COIITlNUED FROM PAGE 6

didn't read our front-page story on the proposed
plan by Columbia, DePaul University, Roosevelt
University and Robert Morris College to create a
student village in the South Loop, then you
missed finding o ut on what could quite possibly
become one of the biggest projects the area wi ll
ever see.
In August, all four schools came together and
j ointly submitted a proposal to the C ity of
Chicago's Planning Department to build a stateof-the-art student center, or what we here at the
Chronicle call a "super dorm," in the heart of the
South Loop. The $200 million student village
called Univers ity Center of Chicago will house as
many as I ,600 students and would ofTer art, the-

ater and retai I space not to mention trigger even
more commercial development in the area.
It made sound hard to believe at first, but can
you imagine hundreds of students with various
backgrounds living and hanging out with each
other all in one place? Sure this proposed plan is
in its earliest stages, but you can help wondering
what it would be like to live there. Okay, most of
us. if not all of us, would have long graduated by
the time the student center is bui It, but we should
applaud the efTorts by all four school to make this
"unique utopia" a reality.
Who knows, this may turn out to be something
colleges all across the nation will copy and build
fo r their students. That would be quite an accomplishment Columbia could proud ly say they were
a part of. We just hope that the student vil lage
turns out to be a great place for students to live
and learn rather than just another bad episode of
the "Real World."

A letter from the president of
Columbia College
Dear Students:

Journal ism,
Management,
Marketing
Communication, Music, Science/ Math, Senior
Welcome to what promises to be a memorable Seminar, and Theater.
I also welcome three new chairpersons,
Millennium Year at Columbia College Chicago a year in which we are expanding student facili- Bonnie Brooks (Dance), Dr. Cheryl Johnsonties, activities, and services as part of our com- Odim (Liberal Education), and Bob Thall
mitment to your success and well-being.
(Photography). All have distinguished national
I hope to see many of you at the New Student reputations.
Convocation on October 15. A brief formal cerBonnie Brooks is former president of
emo ny will precede a Student
Dance/USA and a renowned advoServices Expo with over 50 student
cate for and consultant to professionorganizations and student services
al dance compan ies. Dr. Johnsonrepresentatives, followed by a street
Odim comes to Columbia College
party with live music and g iveaways
Chicago from Loyola University of
from neighborhood restaurants and
Chicago, where she served as chair
retailers. All new students have
of the History department. Bob
received information on this first-ofThall, whose work is in the collecits-kind event, aimed at fam iliarizing
tions of major museums and who
you with the college and the neighreceived a Guggenheim Fellowship
borhood.
in photography last year, is a longIn academic matters, I am pleased
time faculty member.
to announce the appointment of Dr.
A 20,000 sq. fl. student space at
Samuel Floyd as Interim Vice
the new II 04 S. Wabash Center will
President of Academic AfTai rs. This
open later this fall. The ground floor
new position of chief academic offi-L_.J space will include a gallery for stucer has been created in response to
dent work, meeting rooms for stuthe College's unparalleled growth .JOHN B . DUFF dent organizations, and a large comand increasing complexity. It will
mons area with food service.
provide a greater focus on academic issues,
This year we will inaugurate a new Student
which will benefit all students.
Development Office, which wi ll efTectively douThe College has received a very positive eval- ble the College's academic advisi ng stafT. A new
uation from our accrediting body, the North stafT posi tion of Financial Aid Advocate wi ll also
Central Association of Colleges and Schools, be created, to guide students and their families as
which conducts evaluations of all member insti- they work through the financial aid process.
tutions every ten years. The Association evaluatStudent governm ent will soon become a real ied Columbia in April, and this summer issued a ty at Columbia College. A student task force met
report in which it recommended fu ll reaccredita- throughout the spring to write a constitution,
tion for ten years, the maximum term.
which is now going through the administration 's
The report complimented students, faculty approval process. It is anticipated that officers
and stafT on a number of issues. As with any will be elected and activities begun this semester.
evaluation visit, the team also had some recomFinally, I am pleased to announce that U-Pass
mendations for making Columbia an even better is now in efTect on our campus. As of this semeseducational experience for students . The College ter, students using the CTA can save substantialhas now begun to take action on them.
ly on transportation.
For the second co nsecutive year, 26 new fulltime faculty members and/or artists-in-residence
Cordially,
have joined us this semester, in Academic
Computing, Art &amp; Design, Dance, English,
John B. Duff
Film/Vi deo,
Interactive
Multi-Media,
President
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The U·Pass is here... So?
The Long-awaited U·Pass will help thou·
sands of CTA·riding Columbia Students,
but what about the Metra commuters?
ast week, I went up to the third floor of
the Wabash building to accompany my
fellow copy ed iting pal, Carrie, to pick up
the much awaited U-Pass. The line was monstrous
as people patiently stood wrapped around the hallway to get their hands on the hot money-saving
VALERIE DANNER
commodity.
COPY EDITOR
As I witnessed the scene, I have to admit, I was
more than a bit angry. Don 't get me wrong- the
U-Pass was a long time coming for Columbia and
its large commuting popu lation. And it's about time students get a hand
with their mountainous college expenses.
But what about us Metra-riding folk? What kind of discount do we
get? Zilch.
For the past three years of commuting to Columbia, I have come to
school an average of four days a week- that already takes up eight
punches on my I 0-ride pass. For my one hour commute, I shell out
$33.15 for my pass; in the end, it costs me approximately $106 a month
for my trip into the city.
Meanwhile, to ride the 'L,' it costs $1.50 per ride. So fou r round-trip
rides a week amounts to a $48 price-tag per month, only $ 15 more than
it costs to purchase just one of my I 0-ride tickets. Looking at the figures
in black and white somehow makes it even more unsettling.
My tuition will go up 60 bucks each term so Chicago Transit Authority
(CTA) riders can conveniently get to and fro without any additional fees.
And while Metra riders can benefit from the U-Pass to transport them
while in the city, it will hard ly pay for itself for people like me who have
utilized CTA services only three times in the past three years of schoo l.
The U-Pass certainly won' t help me where I need it most- the wallet.
Of course Metra does ofTer discounts to students- high school and
below. How many grade schoolers do you know that take a train to
school? Metra Customer Services explained that Metra is subsidized by
the state, and it is Illinois that dictates which stud~nts are eligible for discounts. If the state was to allow a college student a reduced fee, the rest
of the prices would go up for other commuters.
But still, I want the Metra version of the U-pass. I'd be wi ll ing to tack
on an extra $100, or even $200 each term of my tuition to lose the
headache of having to write a check to Metra every week. And now I'll
have $1 20 added to my school loans so others can ride the CTA as many
times as they want during the school year without any additional cost.
I too want a little card with my mug slapped on it that allows me to
board the Metra without ever having to hear another conductor tell me
I'm down to my last punch on my ticket.
OK, so Metra isn't operated by the CTA, but can't something be done?
Just because Metra commuters li ve in the dreaded "'burbs" doesn't mean
that they shouldn' t get a piece of the pie. Not to sound pathetic or whiny,
but like many, I finance my own education. What isn 't covered by my
financial aid, comes o ut of my dwindling savings. I cringe when I think
of the thousands of dollars in school loans that await me after I graduate
this year. It wou ld be nice if a few hundred could be shaved ofT of my
transportation cost.
As negative as I may sound about the whole U-Pass situation, I actually do support it. Students are entitled to some perks to help them save
some cash while dishing out so much money just for tuition. I just have
a problem that not everyone is entitled to some of the savings, and everybody still gets stuck with the U-Pass fee.
Think of the money the Metra riding students could save over the
course of the year. With 30 weeks of school, it costs me roughly $800 fo r
my transportation. That's no small pile of pennies. All of that saved
money could go toward covering other obscene school expenses, like
textbooks. Well, maybe it would pay for hal f...

L

Question: What convinced you to come to Columbia this year?

Jason Swels
Freshman
"Columbia has the best theater
program that I did research on."

Lindsey Strezo
Freshman
"I was planning to attend the
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
but their sound program didn't
compare to Columbia's."

Tariq Tamlr
Junior, transfer student
"Columbia has a creative atmosphere and I feel that I can get a lot
of work done."

Maureen Vana
Freshman
"Columbia had the best photography program of any school I
looked at."
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Hey Columbia College Students
Argo Federal Savings Bank
Is the bank for YOU!
•

We are close - across the street in Dearborn Station
(47 W . Po lk St.)

•

Our Accounts are great (open wi th onty $1oo.oo)
Checking with no minimum balance
and no monthly fee
Savings with just a $100.00 minimum.

A TM card while you wait.
•

Convenient Hours -

•

We will treat you like an adult.

•

And we have a great Survival bag for You!

9:00 to 6:00 Monday- Friday
9:00 to 1:00 on Saturday

Bring your Drivers License along with your student Id or registration papers
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Student Parkinf! Rate
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$5.50 Tax Included
Day or
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7th Str~et Garage
71 0 S. Wabash
(Behind the Hilton)
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~oo~ eat! -------------------~:~.L:=::~... u,w good eats
Pacific Cafe
1619 N. Damen 1\ve. Chicago 60622
{713} 862- 1988

~

·Good Food, Inexpensive, Friendly·
This casual Cafe offers a full menu of Far East cuisine including
Thai, Korean, Japanese and Vietnamese. Located in the heart of
Wicker Park's restaurant and entertainment distric t, Pacific is just
steps away from the DamenjNorth Ave. blue line stop, music venues and bars. A great place to fill your tummies before an evening
of clubbing and drinking. Let's just say Pacific Cafe is very ·wicker·
from the art covered walls to the very-airy-contemporary interior
and of course. the indie-rock ruled soundtrack to accompany your
dining experience. The menu offers a little bit of everything from
traditional egg rolls and fried rice to Spider Rolls, udon noodles
and sake. Pacific is vegan and vegetarian friendly and will make
almost everything to order except a few of the sushi specials. Head
chef and co-owner Julie Ho specializes in Vietnamese cooking and
highly recommends the spicy Chicken Basil, Lemongrass and
Dynam ite Beef. Editor's choice - miso soup, tempura dishes and
for sushi fans try the Spider Roll, Spicy Tuna and Special Salmon.
Pacific offers take out and delivery orders. Reservations needed
only for parties over four. Prices range approximately $6-$ I 5.
Cafe Ba-Ba-Reebal (1\ Lettuce
Entertain You Establishment}
2024 N. Halsted Chicago
60614
(113} 935-5000

Lincoln Park's most notorious
tapas restaurant, Cafe-Ba-BaReeba, redefines eating as an
adventure rather than necessity. The wonderfully crafted eclectic
Spanish decor along with a little Gypsy Kings, collectively clutters
the setting .
Cafe Ba-Ba-Reeba offers a full menu of tapas calientes (hot dishes),
tapas trias (cold selections). Paellas (Valencian rice dishes) and traditional Spanish entrees. If you haven't heard about Tapas yet, you
should. It's Spanish cuisine made fun, easy to shpre and interesting. Tapas are ·little dishes· of Spain which are served one by one
on little plates in little portions eaten with or without little pieces

of bread. Sounds fun7 It really is. Each dish
is characteristically packed with flavor and a
uniqueness that varies from the traditional
one entree dining. Cafe-Ba-Ba-Reeba is
excellent for date and group dining; from
ordering to eating, everything can be
shared. There are two routes one can talce
when ordering, the simple semi-pricier
entree andjor Paellas which feed a minimum of two and recommended with parties
Assistant Editor Michael
over four or the aforementioned ample-surO'Brien enjoys some sanvey multiple tapas trying route.
gria and bread at Cafe
Editor's choice - Oueso de Cabra al Horne
Ba-Ba-Reeba
(goat cheese baked in tomato sauce w ith
garlic bread), Lubina a Ia Plancha con Romescu (grilled sea bass
with romescu sauce), Patatas Bravas (potatoes in a spicy tomato
sauce) and for dessert Platanos al Caramelo (carmelized bananas
with pistachios and vanilla ice cream- yummyl) . Don't worry if
the only dining you do includes White Castle and Denny's, there Is
plenty of normal sounding piclcs to choose from, just aslc your server. I almost forgot, the most important ingredient to the dining
adventure, Sangrialll The quenching fruit filled wine adds a little
flavor to your palette and don't worry if your date is a bit mundane a couple glasses will set
em' straight.
Dinners are moderately priced
from S I 6-$30 and reservations
are recommended.
Pasta Bowl
2434 N. Clark Chicago
(113} 525-2695

Another Lincoln Park hot spot.
the Pasta Bowl, offers ·good lite ·
Photos by Jill LoPresti/Chronicle
drastically inexpensive casual
Italian dining . Simple is the word that best describes the overall •
feeling of the Bowl from the layout of the restaurant to the atmosphere. Full d inners range from $4-$7, no joke, you w ill be stuffed
and satisfied for S7 and underl A great first date spot. the Pasta
Bowl is not overly romantic, fills the agreeable Italian dining
choice and for those paying the tab - pretty damn ch.eap. Editor's
choice - Fafalle Polio, Capellini Pomodoro and Bruchetta.
Reservations not needed. Pasta Bowl offers take out and del ivery.

MP3: Today, tomorrow and bayond?

music producers will start including
the watermark in their releases.
Despite its wide-spread appeal, the future of
the current availability of music via the MP3 digital
When the players detect the watermark, conMP3s could ·change forever with the introducfile format. The music industry loses millions of
sumers will have the option of upgrading the playt ion of the SOMJ
dollars each time a song is illegally pirated and
er's software to play music in the Phase II format.
turned into a MP3 file. It is because of this, the
If the consumer chooses not to upgrade, the
RIAA has backed a new standard called the
J AM E S B O OZER
device will continue to play all the music it could
Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMJ) which is
Editor-in-Chief
before, including music from CDs, according to
geared toward wiping out the pirating of music and SDMI officials.
Nearly two years after making its way on to the
establishing a copy-protected alternative to the
As confusing as this may sound, it's only part of
Internet, MP3s (a music format that allows the digi- MP3. In other words, this initiative will limit the
the SDMI plan. The SDMI specification stipulates
tal music in CDs to be compressed a 1Oth of its
home duplication of standard music CDs.
that SDMI-compliant devices allow the CD owner
original size while retaining its crystal-clear sound
"This is to protect content that has no rules asso- to make only four copies per copying session. If
quality) have created a digital music revolution the ciated with it, said Jack Lacy, chairman of the
that individual wants to make more copies using
world has never seen before.
- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -the device, he or she would have to re-copy from
Gone are the days when you had
the original CD.
"The
fact
that
these
high
profile
cases
exist
will
to shell out a handful of cash for CDs
According to Lacy, a limit on the amount of
educate the MP3 community that there are risks copies from a CD would mean that each conat your local music store. Today, you
can just sit back, relax in front of your involved in trading MP3 files illegally. "
sumer would "need to keep [their copies] within
computer and point and click your
[their) local circle of friends."
way to thousands of songs-all for
"It's a default rule and I think it still leaves the
···Sean Hoar consumer
free. Yes, that's right, I said for FREEl
enormous flexibility," said Susan
Assistant U.S. Attorney-Oregon Lewis, spokeswoman
It may sound a little hard to believe
for the RIAA in an interview
at first, but millions of people (espe- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with Wired News. The organization has longed
cially the 18-to-24-ye ar-old demopushed for an alternative such as the SDMI to put
graphic) across the nation and around the world
SDMI's portable device group in an interview with
an end to pirates distributing music illegally on the
have jumped on the MP3 bandwagon grabbing all
Wired News. Lacy is not alone in this war against
Internet and placing restrictions on the copying of
types of music from hip-hop to country off the Net.
the pirating of music. Big name record labels such
CDs.
The time it takes to download a song is just about
as EM I, BMG and Sony Music are just some of the
In August, Jeffrey Levy, 22, pleaded guilty to
as quick as you can find a MP3 Web site. The only 140 supporters of SDMI.
criminal copyright infringement in U.S. District
downside to this seemingly ideal source for free
According to SDMI officials, an audio watermark- Court in Eugene, Ore. for illegally distributing copymusic is that it's illegal, which has caused a wave
ing technique from Aris Technologies would allow
righted material under the No Electronic Theft Act
of controversy in recent months.
hardware manufacturers to start producing SDMJ(NET).
While you won't find many people, or any at all
compliant players. In order to ratify the current
The NET Act passed in 1997, closing a loophole
for that matter, who download MP3 files calling for
standard of listening to MP3s, Aris software would
in previous piracy laws that said it was illegal only
a more structured and controlled way of receiving
be used in Phase I SDMJ-compliant digital music
to sell copyrighted software and other electronic
and listening to a MP3, the music industry, most
players. The software is designed to identify digital
material. If the exchange of content was not for
notably, the Recording Industry Association of
watermarks in music.
SEE MP3 , PAGE 3
America (RIAA), has refused to go adapt to using
When Phase II technology becomes available,
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money, individuals could escape prosecution. Levy, an University of Oregon
senior, used the university's network to distribute thousands of pirated computer programs, movies, and music recordings from his Web site.
In a two-hour period, Levy sent out 1.7 gigabytes of data. With MP3 files
averaging four to five megabytes in size, that means 500 files, not including
the pirated computer software and moive were distributed.
School officials traced the large amount of traffic on the school's network
back to Levy and notified the local U.S. Attorney's office.
In an interview with the Chronicle of Higher Education , Sheldon E.
Steinbach , general counsel for the American Council on Education, called
Levy's conviction "a very clear-warning to students, faculty members, and
administrators across the country that violations of intellectual property
have both criminal consequences."
"The fact that these high profile cases exist will educate the MP3 community that there are risk involved in trading MP3 files illegally," said Sean
Hoar, an assistant U.S. Attorney in Oregon in an interview with Wired News.
Hoar played an active role in the case against Levy.
"We still think the best way to combat piracy, is to make it easier to buy
rather than steal," Hoar said. As for Levy, he is scheduled to be sentenced
on November 2 and faces a penalty of up to tree years in prison and up to
$250,000 in fines.
While this may be the ultimate consequence a person can suffer for pirating copyrighted material , ther doesn't seem to be any end in sight for MP3s
or the people involved in this growing music digital industry. There is also
speculation that if consumers continue to use th e current MP3 players that
don't incl ude a SDMI block, the SDMI plan would fail, leaving the music
industry out in the cold.
Is it too early to predict the future of MP3s? Who knows? But it's a sure
bet that in whatever direction this digital music format goes, the masses will
be there to keep the beat going well into the next century.

H9fi1Me: Tlhe Welb1'§
l~tt;e Brotlhetr
BILLY O ' KEEFE

Viewpoints/New Media Editor

If AI Gore really invented the
Internet, then perhaps he would like
to explain the phenomenon that is
Hotline, which is to the Net what the
1919 Wh ite Sox are to baseball:
corrupt, slick, and forever beloved.
Similar to such "all in one" online
programs as IRC (Internet Relay
Chat) and ICQ (I Seek You), Hotline
features chat rooms, message
boards and the ability to send
instant messages to fellow Hotline
users. Not so similar to other programs. however, is the fi le selection .
Most Hotline sites - think Web
sites, but without all the graphics feature scores of not only MP3s, but
also copyrighted games and software, ROMs (which are Mac and
IBM-com patible versions of old
Nintendo and other video games),
movies that won't be on video for
months, and -surprise, surprisepornography.
Created in 1996 by an Australian
teenag er named Adam Hinkley, and
popularized almost entirely through
word of mouth (until a supportive
article appeared in a February 1999
issue of MacAddict magazine, few
computer magazines would touch
the subject), this little program that
could has blossomed into an
Internet within the Internet, as
scores of chatters. revolutionists,
hackers, pirates and the merely
curious connect to more than 2,000
sites daily.
Convenience is one of the program's biggest draws. The software
(available for Macintosh and PCs at

http://www.hotlinesw.com) is free,
the commu nity of users is huge and
helpful, and finding what you want is
a snap.
Hotline's trump card, however, is
longevity. While Web sites with
copyrighted MP3s and the like are
shut down almost immediately after
they pop up, the same is not true for
their Hotline counterparts, many of
which have been around for
months, even years. A nd it's a lot
easier to find that song you just
gotta have when your destination
isn't changing on a daily basis.
For instance, let's say that I have
been searching high and low for the
latest Kool Keith record . A search
on the Web gave me only three
matches, since Keith isn't the most
famous rapper in town. What's
more , all three matches were dead;
the sites they lead to have either
been deleted or seized by law
enforcement agencies. I came up
empty.
Performing the same search on
Hotline's unofficial search page
(http://www.hotline411.com), I
received a total of eight matches,
seven of which were working. Not
only did I find Ke ith's latest record , I
also unearthed a landfill's worth of
older material, dating all the way
back to 1991 , all for the taking . It's
that kind of convenience and ease
that converts newbies into regular
users every day.
SOURCES:
Internet World
http://www.BigRedH.com/Hotline/ne
ws/articles/internetworld/index.html

Fiction Writing Department

Still looking
for a class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or the
Fiction Writing Department
representative at Add/Drop

Classes still available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue
Tel: 3 12-344-76 11
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Sadlv screaming from the corner of indie rock
realized-Phelps has a special understanding of the human condition. His
lyrics, his music and his voice grab a soft, hurt place inside the listener.
"I'm sorry about the way the way that I ran, I'm sorry that I ended up the
way that I am, I'm sorry about the way that I lied, and didn't end up coming
Falling onto your bed, or the floor after a hard, late night-full of
misunderstandings and broken feelings. That's where Joel Phelps music
back" sings Phelps on his trademark song, "Yen and Janet Forever."
comes in. howling with pain, shining through the darkness. Phelps is tucked
Phelps has been playing in bands for more than 10 years, first as a member
of Ein Heit and then Silkworm, the latter being comprised of the former's
away in the back corner of the indie rock world. He left his former band ,
remains. Originally from Missoula, Montana, Silkworm relocated to Seattle
Silkworm. just before they signed with Matador and started to gain some
in 1989 and continued to spread out their introspective guitar cacophonies
recognition. Phelps says he was tired of touring , but the real reason he
left Silkworm was evident on his first solo album. Phelps had too much music
over the next few years. By 1994, the band had amassed three albums,
1n him to share songwriting duties with two other band members. On "Warm
L'ajre, In The West and Libertine. That same year Phelps quit Silkworm
Springs Night" Phelps quieted down his gui"It was just time to go" is all Phelps says about the departar. added some saxophone and
lure, although
produced one of the masterpieces of 1994.
it was an amicable one. Like Uncle Tupelo, the vivisection
Phelps recently played his first Chicago show
left us with two viable musical organisms, Silkworm and
1n two years. headlln1ng at the Empty Bottle.
Phelps' solo project. Or is it a band? The Downer Trio, also
I sat down w1th Phelps after soundcheck.
featuring Robert Mercer (formerly of the Deflowers on bass
He's a frag1le look1ng guy. ultra- sk ~nny with a
and steel guitar and William Herzog (presently of Citizens'
Utilities) on drums, are listed on the new album's cover as
surpnsingly h1gh p1tched s1ng1ng vo1ce.
He wore a tight wh1te t-sh1rt. tucked 1nto a
Joel Phelps: The Downer Trio.
pair of blue Jeans. I was shocked by his
Which is it?
"Both," he says. "We hardly played together before we
weak . effeminate speaking voice- it is a
made Warm Springs Night. We're gonna do a couple of
sharp contrast to his wailing, painful singing.
The typical Phelps album is dry and intishows and have a listing in the paper and you have to call
the band something. I felt kind of dumb calling it anything
mate. somet1mes to the point that the tunes
because I couldn't think of a good name, but I had to pick
almost disappear, but the Downer Trio's
sound is liberating in that "sad songs say so
one so I just picked mine. The when we did the second
much" kind of way. Even though the album
record , it seemed like the three of us were gonna, if not solidis evidence enough that the man knows
ify as a performing unit, at least solidify as a playing unit.
maudlin. I asked Phelps why both musicians
Then it seemed Ok to call it a trio, because by that time, it
was. Still is, I guess. So why do we have my name on it still.
and listeners have an eerie draw toward
Earlier this month, Joel Phelps made his first
Mercer's laidback drumming and Herzog's wicked, yet landepressing sounds.
n_
ce_ in__tw
_ o_y_c_a_r _
s._ ___, guid steel guitar licks bring the pieces of the picture a little
"1think when people are experiencing them L __ _c_ b_ic_a_g_o_•_P_P_•_•_r _a_
in a way that's powerful to them it somehow
closer together. The result sounds like Will Oldham's various
just seems so Irrefutable ." he says. "The experience of them seems so true at
Palace projects with some Red House Painters hues thrown in-a marked
times . I guess the same is true of happy songs. They believe in their own
changer from Silkworm.
happ1ness. To me , 1t seems like because of the nature of being happy and
"I felt like it was conscious in the sense that I was interested in pursuing the
quiet songs," Phelps says, "but I didn't feel like I had to
being sad. people tend to doubt their happiness more than their sadness. I
work on it. It seemed like a natura l thing to do, and it still does. I
don't know why, but I think it's true that people tend to place more faith in their
sadness as being a real cond1t1on, the real truth
used to wanna be loud and now I don't so much." He laughs, slugs his beer,
of their being," Phelps says, lightly tapping the ash off of his Winston.
and lights another smoke.
Phelps' statement proves what most of his devoted fans have already
MICHAEL O'BRIEN

Asststam Editor

Chicago's first mult1-venue festival featuring the traditional and
contemporary music of cultures
from around the world k1cked off
last Tuesday, September 21and
will run through the 30.
The World Music Festival Chicago '99 is presented by the Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs and the Mayor's Office of Special Events in partnership With the Old Town School of Folk Music, Museum of Contemporary Art,
The F1eld Museum and Hot House/CIPEX . The festival features acts from
Zimbabwe. Scotland, Braz1l. Hungary, Puerto Rico, Romania, Palestine,
Tumsia, Laos, Denmark, Algena, Taiwan, Guinea and Belize just to name a
few.
One of the h1ghly anticipated events was the northwestern Indian troupe,
Musafir, who performed Thursday night at the Museum of Contemporary Art.
Musafir ("traveler or p1lgnmage" 1n Fars1) is an eleven-member company from
Rafasthan dedicated to preserv1ng the folk arts of the1r hentage
Musafir represents the unity of different peoples 1n the1r country with an
ensemble of Muslin and H1ndu, sacred and secular, Langa, Manghan1yar.
Sapera , Tholl, Sufi and Gypsy mus1c1ans and dan<f!rs hv~ng , danc1ng and
s1ng1ng together The1r numb1ng yet amaz~ng wc~ acts, spellb1nd1ng performance and Incredible dancers Whisked the aud1ence 1nto a trance wh1ch I have
never e1perienced before From moment to moment the aud1ence react1ons
changed from gnppmg their the edge of the~r seats to practically JUmpmg out of
!>em The cro 11d clapped along and swayed to the snake charm danc1ng and
s1ng1ng, as 1f thef were ta~en by mus1c to the desen of nonhwestern lnd1a In
all honest / words cannot descnbe the true beauty of Mu s af~r ' s performance
Their mus1c comb1nes Muslim qawwal1 chant. North lnd1an raga , songs from
the Roma cul ture, wa l~ 1 ng on broken glass, contort10n1sm, dances and pasSionate mus1c to transform 1nto as best descnbed a "mystical cabaret."
Musafir performed a m1x of love songs and devotional songs to Krishna. The
vocals ranged m many d1fferent styles class1cal kyal and dhrupad (styles
e1pressed 1n vana!lons of altered scales), alap (~ng held notes), tan (fast
repetitiVe S1ng1ng) and llhay (dramatic ns1ng and .fall1ng vocal atyle) Their captivating range changed from second to second wilh harmonia!, scale and key
ctlangel wrth one twlat of a tone.
The bv1ld~ and turna the mu11c1ans and 11ngora took mlm1ckod that of a jazz
performance. v11th mus1c Md vocals falling In and out of place, gently overlapping, powerfully JOining, bu1ld1ng and d1mmlng to creot. a web of aounda boau·
trfU!Iy woven into a powerful fltght of mualclll l!a11lon

The musicians were accompanied by an ensemble of dancers and theatrics,
entrancing the audience with amaz1ng sights and sounds. Majestic costumes,
richly embroidered with tassels and jewels swayed with the dancers bodies
from side to side, movement to movement. The flow coincided with that of the
music, creating their own song of dance.
Harish Kumar, mesmerized the audience with the "chokery", a fast and
whiling knee dance that swiped him gracefully across the floor in a circle surrounded by the musicians. With every twist, Kumar snapped his body in circles
as smoothly as though he were standing.
Singer/dancer Sayari and dancer Rekhe Sapera toed onto the stage, bent
backwards and in a seconds time the two sisters grasped three gold rings that
were placed on the floor. their eyes and mouths squinting as they continued
their trance.
The audience shifted their attention from the musicians to the performers,
entertained at all times. Bansi Lal Tholi, a bhawai dancer and fire performer,
captivated the audience. This little man kept a smile plastered upon his face
even in the most terrifying moments--as if something more surreal was holding
him up. He carefully balanced a wheel, a pot filled with water and a glass on
h1s head. With sw1ft thrusts of his legs he pranced across the floor balancing
and dancing.
As if that wasn't enough, Tholl gripped two glasses with his toes and stood
on top of them . the wheel and glass still balanced on his head. He continued
dancing w1thout even a hint of los1ng his balance. The persistence of his performance shone through 1n h1s next skit when he attempted to break the glasses under h1s bare feet wh1le still balancing the wheel and glasses.
It took a few tnes. but he succeeded in breaking four glasses, each time the
aud1ence ooed and ahhed h1s every move as his foot pounded aga1nst the
glass Th1s ternfymg event finally came to an end as the last stubborn glass
was shattered and the aud1ence roared a s1gh of relief. Tholi danced in the
glass and proceeded to leap around in ecstasy only to reappear later with fire .
The skill and force of h1s fire eating pushed the heat of the flames half way
through the auditonum and left the audience stunned.
The trained Hindustani classical singers, slndhi saarangl, aloogoza and kartal players, professional dancers and flame throwers worked as one to create a
majestic vehicle that took the audience on a journey into Northwestern Indian
beauty.
The World Music Festival events ore located throughout the Chicago area
and will wrop up at tho end of this weok. If you need a vacation and don't have
the time or money, perhaps tiny glances Into the musical worlds of these cui·
turea will aatlafy.

Paintballs com e in man y different colors and are
design ed to s how up w h en they burst, showing the
player is, " d ead."
Protective goggles are worn at
could occur during games like this .

Running through the woods, dressed like an extra from " Full Metal
Jacket" carrying a semi-a utomatic gun firing at th e enemy, sounds
like a descrip tion of the Michigan Militia. To many that participate in
Paintball, this is their sport, and it's the most fu n they have all week.
Paintball is al m ost the opposite of what people perceive it to be.
Deep in the woods are father and son, c rouched down behind trees
f or cover. Friends an d even co uples who play don camouflage
together to bond. It is a sport, like any other, that puts two teams
against ea ch other in fierce com bat. In most games, both teams
wear different color armbands and try to capture the other team's
flags w ith out getting hit by the hard colorfu l balls filled with paint.
There is the occasional welt from pa intballs that don't b reak on
contact, but the sport is mostly harmless. Everyone is required to
wear masks, and the gam es are always regu lated by a referee who
makes sure when so m eone is hit that they exit the field with their
gun in the air. Games usually last betw een 20 and 30 minutes and
end with all the particip ants going back to a location and joking
about the game.
Paintball is a time when people can have fun and do something
they can 't in their everyd ay lives. W ith the weath er cooling off, this
is the busy season for many paintball ven ue s. It's easier to play in
cooler weather since the players are wearing a lot of clothing and get
warm from running around. Some places even stay open all year and
offer winter playing.

A player lays
while his teamate runs
with the flag that was just captured.

PICTURE THIS: THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY

Tyler Schroer swings at a pitch that is high and outside during a game at
Sidney's Constenborder Field.

photography of Rob Hart
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l.i11a Ander!Jon an
er 8on Gavin, 2, 8hare a s wim and a a ugh at the Sidn ey
Municipal Pool during toddl er sw im cla88CII 8ponsored by the American Red
C rtJ""·

nee IS
Summertime is like a line of poetry that reminds you of
your childhood. My mother remembers the smells of her grand·
mothers house; I remember the countless baseball games played
in the park near my house. Summer brings back memories of
carefree days filled with warm afternoons that would end all too
soon with the inevitable start of school in August.
As a photographer for a small southwestern Ohio newspaper, I spent my days between assignments looking for the great
moments that speak universal experiences of many people.
Baseball, swimming, the county fair-for most kids there is nothing else.

.

Children dive of both diving boards at the Minster
community pool on during a streatch of hot days in

July.

As summer came to an end the gloomy first day of school was marked with rain. Kelly Barhorst looks out the
door as she waits for the bus after her first day of the 1st grade at Holy Angles Catholic School.
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Please join us in celebrating the outstanding works of
Columbia's continuing students at the
7th Annual Nokin Nonors Juried fxhibltlon . .--...:~~~__,...
September 27-october 21 , 1999
Awards l!eceptlon October 7, from 6:0o-8:00 pm.
~ew

students! Visit the Nokin (iallery and experience the unique
artistic diversity of Columbia College Chicago.
The Nokln Center
ti 2 3 South Wabash, 1 st floor
312.344.7696
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Columbia grad/teacher Joe Meno achieves early success
MICHAEL
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J.Pe.'Meno. is livint' tlie dreain of aif his

students. He sold his first book at twentythree;-he's the lead singer in a rock band,
and he just·got· hired by Playboy.
Meno, who is twenty-five now, is a parttime teacher at Columbia. His Fiction
Writing and Senior Seminar students can
look to him as the perfect example of the
way things in life can sometimes work out.
Meno's f'rrst novel "Tender as Hellfire"
was published in April by St. Martin's
Press. Meno began writing the novel as
part of his Fiction Writing class work.
When C. Michael Curtis, an editor for
Atlantic Monthly, visited Columbia, Meno
had a chance to show him a short story. It
was a rough experience for Meno.
"We sat down and guy kinda hacked on
my story," Meno said. "I was crushed."
The editor didn't enjoy the harsh language Meno used throughout the story, he
felt it made the story seem sloppy. Meno,
however, sees his language, his "voice" as
one of his strongest attributes.
"I write the way I talk," Meno said. "I
feel like that is one of my powers. When
you sit down and you read something that
I wrote you feel like someone is sitting
down and talking with you-it helps you
care about the characters and the story."
Meno's writing is very voice oriented,
very character driven. It's something he
credits Columbia's Story Workshop with
teaching him.

"Instead of dealing with content, you
need to make your story the best story it
can be. My hook is the storyteller's
voice-that's something I learned at
Columbia, the program at Columbia really
helped me grow" said Meno.
Apparently Curtis saw some promise in
Meno's writing, because he asked him to
send him the book when it was finished .

- ·:.J
Meno's band is working hard to ensure the
liberty of dirty rock-n-roll for years to come.
It took Meno eight months to finish the
book. Near the end, he took time off work
and was writing almost ten hours a day.
"I thought, if I'm going to do this I need
to think of this thing as a job, not oh, I'm
gonna be an artist, put a little beret on and
go sit at the cafe with my Powerbook and
have these musings about things, " Meno
said.
A little bit of apprehension set in when
he completed the book.
"It was a little intimidating. I was
afraid, I didn't want to get rejected by this
guy," Meno said.

It turns out Meno's timing was perfect.
He sent the novel to Curtis at a particularly busy time at Atlantic Monthly, so Curtis
didn' t have time to read it. Instead, he
sent the novel to an agent. The agent sold
"Tender As Hellfire" to St. Martin's press
two months later.
Meno has his "how I got published" story
down pat. He tells it like a mom sharing
an old, well worn tale of a family vacation.
However, the wonder of it all it still there
for him. Part of him can't believe his book
is actually on bookstore shelves.
"For about a month all I did was go to
bookstores-at the time I was still deliv ering flowers, and here I was, I published
writer," Meno said.
Meno's editor told him an old rumor that
if you go in a bookstore and sign copies of
your book, the bookstores can't send the
unsold copies back to the publisher. Meno
figured it was worth a shot, so he went to
every bookstore he could find and signed
all the copies.
"I was gonna sign every copy in
Chicagoland, " Meno said.
When he's not writing or teaching, Meno
finds some time for his "dirty rock band"
The Phantom Three. Meno sings and plays
guitar in the band. They have an EP out
on Sonic Recordings, a local record label.
Meno has already finished two more novels and he's currently working on "The
Secret Hand" a ground-breaking merger of
technology and literature. The story will
be presented in serial form-a new installment every week on the Playboy Web site.

Fall TV: The Good, The Bad and The Worst
BILLY O ' KEEFE

Viewpoints/ New Medio Editor

Thirty-eight shows, 28 of which will be canceled
if history repeats itself. And that's just what's
new Introductory paragraph? Conclusion? Like
there's any room. Let's just dive right in.

First, the big news
All that talk about this season 's shows being too many shades of white?
There's a reason for it. CBS has hidden the "Cosbys" , ABC has kicked the
"Hughleys" to the Friday curb, and NBC has a big box of squat. Even Fox,
which in the past boasted everything from "Living Single" to "New York
Undercover," has come up empty this year.
Until the networks get their act together, limited but excellent pickings will
have to do: "Jamie Foxx" and "Steve Harvey" (WB) feature two of the funniest
leading men on the set, and comedy doesn't get much better than "The Chris
Rock Show" (HBO). Unfortunately, Foxx and Harvey have also been bumped
over to Fridays, wh ile Rock's show is only for the cable-endowed .
The Young, the restless , the canceled
Remember when playing out a character's thoughts on camera was a lousy
gimmick, on HBO's "Dream On?" It still is, and along with pop culture namedropping , it's being done to death. "Cold Feet" (NBC), "Get Real" (Fox) and
"Popular" (WB) are three shows grounded in bland characters, worse writing
and more gimmicks than the Backstreet Boys in Vegas.
Looking for a show about a high school that isn't overrun with supermodels
or camera tricks? You'll have to look hard, but the reward is "Roswell" (WB), a
sort of Generation X-Files, but smarter. Much better, however, is "Freaks and
Geeks" (NBC), which is what "The Wonder Years" would have been if Kevin
Arnold didn't somehow date the most popular girl in school. But fire up that
VCR, because the only new show truly worth an hour of your time each week
plays on Saturday night.
Taste is in the mouth of the beholder
Thursday night couch potatoes looking for some wild car chases and rampant mules may be surprised to learn that Fox has nixed most of its reality programming in favor of, among other things, "Action ," which, besides being a
wicked stab at Hollywood's ills and thrills, will make Jay Mohr both a target and
a superstar.
Not nearly as cool is "Shasta McNasty," a so-called comedy about a hip-hop
group that better resembles the Offspring than th e Pharcyde. If viewers come
down with a case of edge overkill this fall, this one will be the first to go. UPN's
other big offering also strikes out: "Grown Ups" features Urkel and a former
Mighty Duck trying so hard to be grown-ups, they forget the funny in the
process.
If celebrity-bashing is your forte , "National Enquirer TV" poses an interesting
challenge to the star-soaked Access Hollywoods of the world in that it gleefully
trashes said stars. In the face of all the current tabloid brown-nosing, it's actually sickly refreshing. On the lighter side of the daytime spectrum, the man with
the little orange shorts finally - and deservedly - has his own show: "Richard
Simmons' Dream Maker" is just that, a place for people of all shapes, ages and

sizes to make their dream come irue. Gag if you
like, but daytime TV could do much (Donnie),
much (Marie) worse ("Donnie & Marie"). And no
one's going to make you watch.
Ditto for "WWF Smackdown!," which , despite all
those objections, is probably the best (and only) th ing
UPN could do to save itself. What's more, returning wrestling to free TV hearkens back to the wonderful days of "Saturday Night's Main Event" on NBC and
is sure to drive WWF fever even higher. And why not? The characters and the
writing on "Smackdown! " are 10 times better than that of "Veronica's Closet,"
"Jesse," "Suddenly Susan" and all of John Grisham's novels combined .
But wait, there's more
If the drama of the WWF just won't cut it, there's still plenty of nailbiters out
there for you. Pick your poison: NBC has "Third Watch, " wh ich has been done
before, and "The West Wing," a White House drama that should (or at least
could) be more intriguing than the real thing if given time to grow. CBS's "Now
and Again" has a plot that has to (and should) be seen to be believed. Even
more confusing but definitely worth a look is Chris Carter's "Harsh Realm"
(Fox). And the gritty "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit," (also on NBC)
might very well be the only success in a whirlwind of spinoffs (do "Party of
Five" and "Buffy" really need another hour - "Time of your Life" and "Angel,"
respectively- to te ll their stories?)
Think the Peacock network wants all those dramas to score? You bet your
life . because if the latest crop of "comedy" is any indication, NBC's other offerings are more of the same. "Stark Ra ving Mad" could be a reincarnation of any
number of shows. Mike O'Malley, on the other hand , wants to be Tom Green,
and he will be - until his show is canceled in two weeks.
More bad news for the NBC laugh factory: "Late Night with Conan O'Brien,"
TV's best hour. enters its seventh season funny as ever, but sidekick - that's
an understatement -Andy Richter is leaving the show in May, and someone
better start working now if a decent replacement is to be found. Just don't
make it Craig Kilborn , whose "Late Late Show" has actually (and deservedly)
received lower ratings since Tom Snyder left, or Bill Maher, whose "Politically
Incorrect" is a decent show in search of a decent host.
What to watch when all your favorite new shows are canceled
New shows or not, Fox's Sunday night lineup is still the best on TV. In fact,
the once-invincible Simpson family, which is slipping faster than you can say
Monty Burns, may actually be the weakest half hour on the bill as long as
"Futurama" and "King of the Hill" stick around . Both shows had wonderfully
funny seasons last year, although the unapoligetically Texan nature of "Hill"
may be an acquired taste . Not quite so for "Family Guy," which Fox has justly
left to die on Thursday night.
"Everybody Loves Raymond" is about as edgy as a ball of clay in a bowl of
water, so the fact that it's still very funny - and immensely popular - is quite
a feat. Last season was the show's best by many lengths; this year should be
more of the same. Th e same goes for ABC's "Spin City," which quietly mixes a
talented, diverse ensemble that makes most shows look like a Rush Limbaugh
listening party by comparison. Take that, radio.
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ROACH and Seals Reels
CHRIS ROACH
Correspondent

DONNIE SEALS JR.
Assistant Photo Editor

"GO" is one of the year' s most
entertaining movies. It was originally released in theate rs on Apri l 9,
and it hit DVD on the August 24 .
Movies like "GO" are the reason
that DVD has become such a hot
market.
"GO" has everything you cou ld
want from a movie. It spans a time
frame that is under 24 hours long,
and follows three different stories
that happen simultaneously , and
then all intersect at the end .
"GO" features a cast of 10 up and
coming young actors, who each create an interesting and individual
character. Each of the three stories
focuses on one character and their
problem for that night.
The first is Ronna , who is played
by Sarah Polley. Pol ley first
received acclaim in the 1997 film ,
The Sweet Hereafter. Ronna could
be seen as the primary protagon ist,
because it is her problem that is the
catalyst for all three stories. She
needs to make $380 , or she will be
evicted from her apartment..
She first takes an extra shift at
her grocery store from Simon
(Desmond Askew) , who needs the
night off to go to Las Vegas.
While working , she is propositioned to have drugs bought from
her by Adam (Scott Wolf) and Zack
( Jay Moher). Her story consist of
trying to get the drugs, make a
deal, get enough money for her
apartment, and escaping the not too
friendly drug dealer (Timothy
Olyphant) who she was forced to rip
off.
The second story follows Simon ,
who goes to Vegas with his three
mates (played by Taye Diggs ,
Breckin Meyer, and James Duval).
This is probably the most comedic
and action packed portion of the
film. Diggs and Askew end up
being hunted by strip club owners
who they shot with a stolen gun,
which they found in the car the
stole.
The portion features witty dialogue, and great chemistry between
all four characters, and a killer car
chase dow n the Las Vegas strip.
The final story follows Zack and
Adam, who turn out to be television
stars that are being forced to set up
Ronna in a drug sting, to get their
own charges dropped. "GO" is a
film that is very alive, and packed
with energy . It was very underrated, and not seen by many during its
run at theaters .
AUDIO
The title intra sets the tone for this

••

DVD as the rave music fills your
front speakers and echoes creep
from behind. The scenes at the
rave are filled with loud repetitive
bass and subtle echo effects that
capture the scene perfectly. The
Dolby Digital 5.1 audio track handles the music, al ong wi th the many
sound effects very well.
The dia logue is always clear and
never over shadowed by the music.
The rear channels only offer up
subtle sounds of background chatter and street noise.
VIDEO
Columbia Tri-Star has delivered a
crisp video transfer with bright
vibrant colors. "GO" is presented in
a widescreen 2:35: 1 scope , but is
also available in the difficult to
watch full screen pan and scan . I
say difficult to watch because the
pan 'n scan version crops way too
much of the image on the sides.
The widescreen version does cut
some of the image from the top , but
this version is more accurate to
what the director intended.

ITha Sound Corner
MICHAEL O'BRIEN
Assistant Editor

One Part
Lullaby
The Folk
Implosion
(lnterscope)
Lou Barlow,
one half of
The Folk Implosion, is a certified
indie-rock god. The majority of
Barlow's earliest music was
recorded on a four-track recorder
in his bedroom. Those days are
over. Barlow has graduated from
homemade cassettes to major
label compact discs.
His primary band , Sebadoh,
released a new album earlier this
year on Sire. It left most Barlow
fans incredibly puzzled. Where
was the heartbreak?
Where were the contemplative,
resigned lyrics and vocals we
have come to love over the past
ten years? Turns out Barlow was
saving the goods for One Part
Lullaby. If you close your eyes
and ignore the drum machine and
hip-hoppy backbeats you can
almost fool yourself into believing
One Part Lullaby is classic
Sebadoh.
The album has some
clunkers-the instrumentals are
especially pointless. Barlow's
bandmate John Davis does his
best to make everything sound
funky and contemporary, even
though that's not what we want
from Barlow.
The key to the album is the
songwriting. All of a sudden, after
two disappointing records , Barlow
has hit his stride again. The picture on the back of the disc shows
Barlow sitting on a bench, head
down with a beer in his hand. Sad
and pathetic, just the way we love
him.

EXTRAS
Not only can you choose to watch
the film in either widescreen, or formatted to fit your TV, but it is also
loaded with extras . You can watch
the film with a running commentary
not only from director Doug Liman,
but also with the film 's editor
Stephen Mirrione .
Mirrione helped create the
Euphoria
movie's unique editing style , and he
Morning
expla ins his method on the comChris
Cornell
mentary. The added fea ture that
A&M
should really make this DVD sell,
Records
are the 14 deleted scenes included.
Not only are there a couple of
Hearing
his voice
blooper scenes, which rem ind us
again is kind of a shock. Kurt is
that these beautiful actors are just
gone, Eddie sucks and Chris had
people, they even have some what
of an alternative en ding in two of
the scenes . Not to mention the just
straight deleted scenes, which just
gives more of the "GO" fans what
they want, great characters with
smart and hilarious dialogue.
Gomez CD Metro •
"GO" is the kind of film you can
Monday, 9/27
watch again and again without
Lamb CD Double Door
growing old and tiresome . The fi lm
• Thursday, 9/30
Retain CD Lounge Ax •
alone is enough to make me want
Thursday, 9/30
to buy the DVD, but the fact that it
Sisters of Mercy CD
includes 3 music videos, a "making
Rive ria • Friday, 10/1
of 'GO'" feauture, director's comJohn Popper Band CD
mentary, and 14 fabulous deleted
Metro • Saturday,
scenes, It's a definite buy for all
10/2
Lea Nubian• CD House
movie fans . "GO" is one of the
most entertaining films to come out of Blues • Saturday,
10/2
this year, and the only thing more
Very Secretary and
entertai ning than the movie, is it's
Fly Seville CD
DVD .
. Schubaa • 10/2

This Week's
Lineup

kind of disappeared for awhile.
Perhaps it was a smart thing to
do. Euphoria Morning isn't as
good as anyone hoped, but it's so
good to hear Cornell again that it
really doesn't matter.
The new album is ambitious.
Cornell has left Soundgarden far
behind. Euphoria Morning is an
orchestrated pop record of love
songs. Cornell fails when he
reaches for Jeff Buckley level sentimentality, but when he stays
mid-tempo it works. The album
may have been more affecting if
Cornell had stripped things down
a little. The sound is too cluttered,
the simplicity of a voice and a guitar would have left the songs more
haunting.
Standing
In The
Shade
Very
Secretary
(Mud)
Formed
in Champaign, and now relocated
to Chicago, Very Secretary is a
band the city can be proud of.
Their sound is complicated and
unique, yet accessible. If Dave
Mathews Band fans want to give
indie-rock a try, Standing In The
Shade is the album to start with.
The new album is more polished, more complete than their
debut record, Best Possible
Souvenir. However, Very
Secretary manages to hold on to
the flourishing groove that underlie
the first record. "This Lovesick" is
flat out one of the best songs of
the year. if the band can keep that
up they won't be toiling in
Chicago's undergrou nd scene
much longer.
The college music magazines
have portrayed Standing In The
Shade as a downer record-a sad
slow masterpiece on par with Big
Star's classic album Sister Lovers.
While the mood may be the same,
the music certainly isn't.
Very Secretary's songs have gift
for fi nding a sliver of brightness,
breaking things open and leaving
the listener swirling in a heaven of
violin and guitars. Very Secertary
is appearing Saturday October 2
at Schuba's.
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By Billy O'_Keefe

All RIGHT. lHIS IS IT. I'M
OFF TO COLLEGE! DON'T CRY,
MOM. FOR I WILL RElURN
IN lHE SOMM£R.

"~erican Beauty' will quickly find ·~. 'W-

..

in the category of unique masterpieces

'The 'Graduate; 'One Flew Over The
and 'Ordinary People~"
Richard llayuer, HARPERS BAZ.UR

KEVIN SPACEY

Special Engagement Begins September 24
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MIRAMAX FILMS & COLUMBIA CHRONICLE

want you to get happy. .. For Free!
Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205 Wabash Building, to pick up a complimentary pass (Admit Two)
to a special advance screening of Miramax Films' "Happy Texas. "

"HAPPY TEXAS" OPENS IN THEATRES FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8TH!
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sharing
their expertise on how to succeed in photography. Register soon - seating is limited!

(iriiiJ Sttuflll
Posing for Success

MleAMI

(itt~H 7~ytor

BoiJOILNUJ

SIUr~~t
Lighting for Perfect Portraits

(juy

Creative Lighting for
Interpretive Portraits

tUwye WIHStlf

-

Riel! 8u4t~t

Location Portraiture
Any Where, Any Time!

The Playful Art
of Handcoloring

Lighting for Still Life Advertising

1114d Altdrows

N~t/!IH
On-Location
Lighting Techniques

Challenging Your Perception
in Color Photography

eArlstollu,
Broltf toH

6~~t~~ttltltA
Digital Imaging Basics

Inside Corporate Portraiture

8ri4U 8tAA/!

Pridng with a Purpose

Ptltt1

s~eoutos

Stock Photography
in a Digital Age

'J~el! .Melto~t~tdt
Dancing with the
Corporate Client

'
'

'J~y MNStll

PN41

DoH

B&W Landscape Photography
1tt~~~tlltf
e~llt~ry
Personal Poetics:
Myth & Metaphor

DtdJOit1

Sotow~y
A Natural Eye

6ddlt1

eaa111 r~pp
Color Management
Made Easy

,'

(jttlltlt .MNtiH
Digital Photography
in the Trenches

1-R.SSI ProProduct EHpo &Super Sales Event •10am-6pm
This free trade show features the latest equipment from over 60 of the
industry's top manufacturers, exclusive show specials, free product giveaways and used and demo gear!

CALUMET
.. H O T O G . A P M & C

Call l -888-280-3686
www.calumetphoto.com
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Do you drive to School ???
Are you running out of $$$
• • •

Well come on up to the Columbia Chronicle ot.ce I
•

/

(623 S. Wabash, suite 205) and enter for your chance to

Win one free 111onth of parking?/.
/

,

Brought to you by: Don at the 7th Street Garage
and the ColumH1a Chronicle
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ADVERT~EMENT

University of Michigan School of Information

E-commerce • HCI • Archives • Library Studies

Right School, Right Now
High ly ranked progressive education in the info rmation scie nces.
O u1s1anding research university. One of the best college towns.

World-renowned faculty. Practical experience in the community.
Studen ts fro m all academic backgrounds. Graduates in demand.

She's finally coming over, huh?
Master of Science In Information

SOMETHING TELLS US THIS ISN'T
THE BEST TIME TO RUN TO THE BANK.

•
•
•
•

No biggie, bank online.

Archives and Records Manageme n t
Hum an·Computcr Interaction
ln fo rrmuion Econom ics, Manage me n t an d Po licy
Library a nd In forma tio n Services

School of Information

FrM Internet balnklnJ with UIS.II.onlln• • FrM acc...s to ovw 350 ATMs arCH.Ind Ch5uco
7 che<:kine accOW!t optkwu • FrM Mblt/ATM card • Trans,., lunda between US.IIe •ccounts

www.si.umich.cdu

si .admissions@umic h.cdu
734 76~2285

The next t 1me you have some bankmg to do but more pressing engagements
lfs hke havmg a bank r1ght where you live. Open your LaSalle

School of Information at the GRE Forum!

account at www.lasa llebanks.com or call 1·800·840·0190.

10 a .m . - 3:30p.m. • Saturday, October 2
Palmer House Hilton, 17 E. Monroe St., Chicago

STUDENTS & FACULTY
Auditorium Garage
Southeast Corner
Congress and Wabash Avenue

Discount Parking for
Students & Faculty
Day and Night
All rates include City Parking Tax

First Hour

$5.00

Over 2 Hours to 5 Hours

$7.00

Over 1 Hour to 2 Hours

$5.50

Over 5 Hours to 12 Hours

$8.00

Over 12 Hours to 24 Hours $9.00
Vnlidoto your porklng ticket at school.
Discount only oppllos to the first 24 hours.

N1:1:1) IVIoNEY'I C:o1V11: \~fo1~1< Fo1~ Us
Want to make $9.00 - $9.50 an hour?
At RPS, Inc., we' re looking for individuals 18 and older who can lift 50
pounds to join us as Package Handlers. You must be able to work five days a
week, part- time and year-round. In return, you'll earn $9.00 - $9.50 an hour.
You'll also enjoy benefits like: • Flexible shifts to fit your schedule
• Weekly paychecks • A $.50/hour raise after 90 days) • No weekends!
• Tuition assistance (additional $.50/hour towards eligible tuition after 30 days)

Check out RPS today. Please apply in person Monday-Friday or call
the RPS location nearest· you.

m
2945 Shenner Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
(847)272-43 10

gn1te
~ourt.
1mag1n 10
Through Stir It Up, the MCA offers
programs exclusively designed for co lege
students. Interact with artists, enjoy
free tours, attend innovatrve, oerJorma
and see the latest in coi!WE!m'IIJG~r'Y:iirt
Get in free every Tuesday

from 10 am to 8 pm.
Marshall Field's Free
Tuesdays are generously
sponsored by Fields.

700W.Estes
Schaumburg, ll 60193
(847)891-0695

For detailed informatton

7633 s. Sayre
Bedford Parle, IL 60638

about Stir It Up vistt

(708) 594-1855
APPLY M-TH; 8-4

www.mcachicago.org
or call the Stir It Up
hotline at 312.397.40S6.

Museum of

Lonte~vprary
[ 1 -,20
East Chicago
Avenue

MCA coiiKtion e.hobitions, 'Juditnce diver51fiUIIOn, 11'1d publiC ptO§Qms rel1t~ to Stlf It Up
from the lob W,flxe- Ruckt's Oo£HI Fllftd.

J
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"Do ~ou wanna have fun? Howza 'bout a good time?

Spend a little time with... FOSSE!"
-LOSANCif.l..fSn.ES

AN EXTRAORDINARY
CAST OF DANCERS
AND SINGERS perform
the wildly exciting work
of the legendary
choreographer and
director BOB FOSSE.

11U TOllY AIIIIAU'
WIIIIIIRI

BEST

MUSICAL
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Columbia College Chicago New Student Convocation
Friday, October 15, 1999 1:00pm
(Congress Plaza Hotel, 880 S. Michigan, 8nd fioor, Great Hall)

ri) 1:00
00

ASSEMBLY
-!)President John B. Duff will welcome-you to
Columbia's academic community of artists and
communicators.
-!)Faculty will explore Columbia's intellectual
values and traditions with you!

GET WISE!
Find out about student organizations, student
services, cultural and neighborhood resources,
services and opportunities that will help you
succeed in your college career.
CELEBRATE!
Join your fellow new students for a street
party with free live music and free food!
(South Loop Parking lot, Wabash & Harrison)

NEW FRESIDII.AN .AllB BBQUIBED TO ATTEND.

New Transfer students are strongly encouraged to attend.
Details to follow• For more information ca11312•344•7230
Sponsored by: the Academic Dean's office, the Dean of Students office, Freshman Seminar, the Hokin Center, t he Office of Student
Development, the Office of Minority Affairs, the Office of the President, the Planning Office, and the Student Life Office.
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Market Research firm
Conducting customer
satisfaction surveys is looking
for Telephone Interviewers
No Selling!

spasms
9 Donahue film.
"Susan •
14 Confederate
general
15 Goddess of
peace
16 Eagle'sdaw
17 Actor K1lmer
18 Dixonccncd
20 Surm1se
22 Dresses 1n
23 F1sh for eels
26 Walks heavily
30 Comforted 1n

Daytime, evening and weekend
hours Casual atmosphere
$8-9.50/hr + $1.50/hr
performence incentive
Advancement Opportunities!

sorrow
33 Delhi dress
34 Cigar dropping

36
39
40
41
42
43

44
45

46
48
50

53
56
59
60
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Spons figure
Allah of Islam
Scathing rev1ew
Humed
" Golla Be Me '
Fr u1t l>everage
F1rst U S
astronaut
Grassy ground
Get up
Translate a code
Sampled
Accelerates
Scale
Reader's card
large group of
islands
P romi~sory note
Called pigeons
Central Amcncan
language group
Dancer Miller
H•gh-strung
Fatter than fat
Journey seg ment

1999 Tubune Medta Serv1ccs. Inc
All ngh!S reserved

8 Very dry
9 Bart or Ringo

12
13
19
21
24
25
27
28
29

31

32
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1 Graceland man
2 Singer Rimes
3 Me-generation
characteristic
4 Type of mirror
5 Appendage
6 Whippo01Will's bi l
7 Wear away bit by

bit

34

35
37
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47
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51
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Capone
Unknown John
Boundary
Ship deserter
Self-image
Spnng lock
Reverberated
Authoritative
BYU site
Faceted
Avoid a churcl1
service
Break off
Isolated
_ Hawkins Day
_ cona
Ughthouse at
Plymouth,
England
Engraves
Sch. group
Slur over
Chip scoop
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Advancement Opportunities!
Excellent Benefits!

Steps from Chicago and
Franklin "L" stop

60 Take steps
61 Lobster eggs
62 Argument
against
63 Assent asea
64 Radon or neon,
e.g.

312-640-2563

Classifieds
***ACT NOW! Get the best SPRING
BREAK PRICES! South Padre, Cancun ,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. Reps Needed ... Travel Free,
Earn $$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-838-8203
www.LEISURETOURS.COM

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak "2000".
ALL destinations offered. Trip Participants,
Student Orgs & Campus Sales Reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices. Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

Are you good with children? Detour 2
Discovery Day School is seeking college
students who want to make extra money
working part time, 10-20 hours per week.
Our school is located just behind
Columbia's theater building! We're looking
to fill several childcare and substitute
teaching positions for the school year.
Creative and energetic people can apply in
person at 1020 South Wabash, weekdays
between 12:30 and 2:20p.m. Please bring
a copy of your schedule so we can determine your availability.

Earn Income by linking others to new
$$NO JOKE$$
website. If interested e-mail
mjgrimm@mtco.com or call (309)263-1248 $ 2-5K I mo From home. Must be teachable , disciplined, determined!! Not MLM!
and leave message.
No Selling! 800-320-9895 ext. 9091

EDUCATION: NIELSEN CHILDCARE
AND LEARNING CENTER IN NORTHBROOK. Teachers for infants, toddlers &
pre-school P.T. 7:00-10:30 or 2:30-6 M-F
Rate per Ed/Exper CALL 847-564-3309

RETAIL SALES POSITION
The Blue Chicago Store has openings for
enthusiastic salespeople. We are unique
retailer of apparel, music and art located in
River North. Must be available evenings
and weekends. Apply in person at 534 N.
Clark St. 312-661-1003

ADVERTISE in The Columbia Chronicle

For information ca/1312-344-7432

HEY YOU! HEY YOU!
$$$ Need Money $$$
Work on campus in food ·service.
Ap
now at the Under round.
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Race wide open as dominant teams are few and far between
ootball is back and not a
minute too soon. All is
now right with the world.
At this time of the season,
every team is fresh with opti·
mism. Every fan thinks, "This is
going to be our year." By the
middle of October that chant has
been altered to, " Wow, look who
we will have on next year 's

F

team .''

The sad truth is there are only
GRAHAM COUCH
a handful of teams that can win
AsSISTAI(l' EorTOR
the Super Bowl. And no, the
Bears are not one of them.
The AFC, for the first time in years, looks to be the
conference with the dominant teams. Surprisingly, that
does not include the Denver Broncos.
This season, the AFC Championship will be
Jacksonville versus Miami, with a slight edge going to
Jacksonvi lle because they have a proven running game.
The NFC is a toss up. With Minnesota's losses on
defense, they cannot be expected to dominate as they did
a year ago. Still, it wi ll be them beating the Redskinsyes, that is right, the Redskins for the NFC title.
On Super Bowl Sunday it wi ll be the fifth-year franchise Jacksonville winning its first Super Bowl. That is
as good as etched in stone.
If your team was not included in the conference
championships read below to find out how I think they
will fair this season.

primed for a break out season. The Redskins' offense is
potent, and their defense is loaded with talent. Trading
for quarterback Brad Johnson was a brilliant move.
Record at the time of publ ication: I· I Prediction: I 0-6

r-*

DALLAS COWBOYS
This is the last dance for the current
Cowboy nucleus if they don' t produce
big resu lts this season. Aging veterans
are all over the starting lineup both
offensively and defensively. Aikman is
still the game's most accurate passer, and Emmitt Smith
is not completely over the hill. If this team makes the
playoffs, they have a chance,but they must stay healthy.
Record at the time of publication: 2-0
Prediction: 9-7
NEW YORK G IANTS
Great defense, no offense. This
story seems all too familiar for Giants
fans. Talented, but troubled quarter. back Kerry Coll ins will be playing as
soon as this offense sputters. Check back in a week . The
only ray of hope for New York is a weak di vision.
Record at the time of publication: 1-1
Prediction: 8-8

ST. LOUIS RAMS
This team is young and loaded
with offensive talent. Even with an
unproven defense, this should have
been the year the Rams regained the
respect they left in Los Angeles. That all changed when
newly acquired quarterback Trent Green was lost for the
season with a tom ACL. St. Louis now turns the reins
over to former arena leaguer Kurt Warner. This puts too
much pressure on running back Marshall Faulk and a
young offensive line. Once again, maybe next year.
Record at the time of publication: 1·0
Prediction: 7-9
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS
The Saints and Head Coach Mike
Ditka are banking on Ricky Williams
being their savior. This is a problem.
As long as two guys named Billy Joe
are their top quarterbacks, they could
bring in Gayle Sayers and Jim Brown, and they still
wouldn't make the playoffs.
Reco rd at the time of publication: 1-1
Predict ion: 5-11

ARIZONA CARD INALS
Already this season quarterback
Jake Plummer has proven that you
can never count the Cardinals out
with time left on the cloc k. His pres., ence makes Arizona one of the most

NFCCENTRAL
M INNESOTA VIKI NGS
Minnesota 's offe nse has the abili·
ty to be dead ly o nce again and
believe me. they will have to be thi s
season. Defensive ly, the Vikings lost too much to free
agency to be as dominant as they were a season ago.
However, Minnesota can take solace in the fact that the
NFC has no do minant teams.
Record at the time of publication: 1-1
Prediction : 11·5
GREEN BAY PACKERS
New Packers Head Coach Ray
Rhodes must feel like the luckiest
man in the world. A season ago he
was leadi ng Philadelphia to the
worst record in pro football. His reward? Rhodes gets to
take over the Packers who are led by three-time MYP
Brett Favre. The Packers will go only as far as Favre's
arm can take them. He makes them dangerous in the
fo urth quarter, but this team is not as deep as the one that
led them to the Super Bowl in 1998.
Record at the time of publication: 1- I
Prediction: I 0-6
DETROIT LIONS
No Barry? No problem. The loss of
JG Sanders may mean the beginning of a
more consistent offense for the Lions.
Detroit's chances this season rest on the shoulders of
second year quarterback Charlie Batch . If Batch and the
core of talented receivers can provide enough big plays,
the loss of Sanders will help the Lions in the standings.
Record at the time of publication: 2-0
Prediction: 9-7
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
The Buccaneers' defense is still
mostly intact from the squad that sent
four to the Pro Bowl in I 998. Their
running game is sol id with Mike
Alstott , Warrick Dunn, and a good
offensive line. Yet, until the Buccaneers realize that
Trent Dilfer is the worst starting quarterback in the NFC,
they will not escape mediocrity.
Record at the time of publi cation: 1-1
Prediction : 8-8

&

C HICAGO BEARS
Curtis Enis must become the player
the Bears thought they had whe n he
was drafted a year ago. If he does, the
Bears will be competitive. Look for
rookie Cade McNown to take over as the starting quarterback if Shane Mathews struggles early. The Bears
have the ability to beat anyone on any given Sunday.
However, they are still a year away from competing in
the playoffs.
Record at the time of pub Iication: I · I
Prediction: 6-10

NFCEAST
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
It 's playoffs or bust for head coach
Norv Turner, and his team is responding. Running back Stephen Davis looks

AFCEAST
MIAMI DOLPHINS
_.
This may be Dan Marino 's last and
r
best chance to win a Super Bowl. The
Dolphins are loaded with talent.
A Defensive ly, they are young and fast.
f 1 Offensively, Marino may have the two
best receivers he has ever had in Tony
Martin and O.J . McDuffie. Better yet for Marino and the
Dolphins, they might have finally found a running back
in rookie Cecil Collins.
Record at the time of publication : 2-0
Prediction: I 2-4

,..u
.,

Denver Quarterback Brian Griese takes
over for the retired John Elway.
exciting teams to watch . A great defensive line makes
them an intriguing pick, but until they show some consistency they will be on the outside of the playoffs look·
ing in.
Record at the time of publication: 1-1
Prediction: 8-8
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
This roster has the league 's worst
team written all over it. The defense
and offense are equally bad.
However, rookie quarterback
Donavan McNabb could be exciting to watch if the
Eagles ever let him play.
Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Prediction: 4-1 2

N FCWEST
SAN FRANCISCO 49ers
The team of the decade in the 80s
is still hanging on at the end of the
90s. This ride of supremacy and
excellence has to come to an end sometime. The team is
o ld and has been decimated by free agency. However, as
long as Steve Young is running the show, it is hard to bet
against them.
Reco rd at the time of publication: 1-1
Prediction: 11-5
ATLANTA FALCONS
Last season, everything went right
for the Falcons. Now, Atlanta has to
•
prove last season wasn' t a fluke. The
loss of receiver Tony Martin, their top
deep threat, wi ll hurt more than the Falcons are antici·
paling. With running back Jamaal Anderson out for the
season wi th a knee injury, quarterback Chris Chandler
must stay healthy or Atlanta will miss the playoffs.
Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Prediction: 9-7

....

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
Payton Manning is on the verge of
stardom . He has formed a deadly duo
with receiver Marvin Harrison during the
.C: first two weeks of the season. The Colts
also look intelligent for choosing rookie
running back Edgerrin James over Ricky Williams. This
team is young and dangerous. Record at the time of
publication: I- I Prediction: 9-7
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
The loss of middle linebacker Ted
Johnson to injury was deyastating. Now
it is up to rookie Andy Katzenmoyer to
~ fill those shoes. The loss of Johnson will
be felt especia lly. hard trying to stop the
run. This weakens what appeared to be a solid defense.
Without a proven running back, too much pressure is
now on Drew Bledsoe. This is a playoff team, but nothing further.
Record at the time of publication: 2-0
Prediction: 9-7

~~~!lltl
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BUFFALO BILLS

The Bills need to get more ·out of
running back Antowain Smith. Despite
(l'4'j
~ i being a I ,000 yard rusher, he does not
hit the hole hard on a consistent basis.
If Doug Flulie leads the team in yards per carry, Buffalo
will mi ss the playoffs.
Record at the time of publication: 1-1
Prediction: 8-8

ii'FI.
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NEW YORK JETS
This should have been the year the
Jets won it all. But their failure to
secure a so lid backup quarterback
proved costly when Vinny Testa verde
tore his Achilles tendon in week one.
The Jets had Glenn Foley last season, but they let him
get away. Now, it is Rick Mirer running the offense.
Season over.
Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Prediction: 6-10
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AFCCENTRAL
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS
Their defense kept them from the
Super Bowl a year ago. Enter defen-
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sive coordinator Dom Capers. His aggressive phi losophy
will shut down opposing team s. The Jaguars offense is
already loaded. Mark Brunell may be the games' best
quarterback, and his receivers, Keenen McCardell and
Jimmy Smith, are a major threat. Look for running back
Fred Taylor to lead the NFL in rushing.
Record at the time of publ icat ion: 2-0
Prediction: 13-3

m

PITTSBURG H
STEELERS
Steelers' Head Coach Bill Cower
insists that Kordell Stewart is still the
man. This is his last chance to prove
himself. The Steelers will only make the playoffs if
Stewart returns to the form he showed in 1997. That will
be difficult because they lack a big play receiver.
Record at the time of publication: 2-0
Prediction: 9-7
TENNESSEE
TITANS
In each of the last three seasons, the
former Oilers, now Titans, have fi nished
8-8. If quarterback Steve McNair can
have a break out season and running back Eddie George
can avoid his usual late season slump, Tennessee may
improve. Don't bet on it.
Record at the time of publication: 2-0
Prediction: 8-8
BALTIMOR E
RAVENS
You would th ink that Balt imore
would have learned from watching
Scott Mitchell with the Lions. But no,
they traded two draft picks for the interception-prone
quarterback. Now, two weeks into the season, Mitchell
has been benched in favor of Stoney Case. This team is
going no w here fast.
Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Prediction: 5-1 1
C INC I NNATI
BENGALS
The Benga ls are wai ting for rookie
quarterback Akil i Smith to be ready.
While the Bengals have some weapons
offensively, Jeff Blake is not going to lead them anywhere.
Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Prediction : 4-12
C LEVELAND
BROWNS
Having football back in C leve land is
a beautiful thing. Unfortunate ly, the
Browns' offense is anything but beautiful. In the first two weeks o f the season, all they could
muster was nine measly points. The good news is that
rookie quarterback Tim Couch is now the starter.

Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Pred iction: 2-14

AFCWEST
DENVER
BRONCOS
The Broncos are attempting to do
what no other team has ever done- win
three consecuti ve Super Bowls. One
slig ht problem though, no John Elway. Elway scared
defenses. Quarterbacks Brian G riese and Bubby Brister
do not. This is still a playoff team, but there is too much
talent in the AFC to make the Broncos the favorites to
three-peat.
Record at the time of publication: 0-2
Pred iction: II-5
,...-

OAKLAND
RAIDERS
The Raiders have the talent to be a
~ playoff team. Defensively, Oakland has
•
-"
the best cornerback in the game with
Charles Woodson. He has the ability to shut down half
the fie ld, making Oakland's solid run defense look even
better.
Record at the time of publication: 1- 1
Pred iction: 9-7
SEATTLE
SEAHAWKS
IfSeahawks' fans are expecting new
head coach Mike Holmgren to work miracles, he is going to need speedy receiver Joey Galloway
to end his hold out. Seattle has a terrific front seven on
Tampa Bay's Warren Sapp w ill have to domidefense and solid offensive tal ent. However, minus
nate for the Bucaneers to make the playoffs.
Galloway they lack the big play threat needed to make
the playoffs.
Record at the time of publication: 1-1
Prediction: 8-8
SAN DIEGO
C HARGE R S
Junior Seau and Rodney Harrison
headline one of the NFL's best defenses. If newly acquired quarterbacks J im
Harbaugh and Erik Kramer can spark this offense, look
out, San Diego could be the surprise of the NFL.
Record at the time of pub lication: 1-0
Prediction: 8-8
KANSAS C ITY
.
C HIEFS
With the sudden loss of starting tai lback Kimble Anders to a knee injury,
the Chiefs need Bam Morris to return to
the form he showed a few years ago in
Pittsburgh. If he does so and Kansas City can sustain a
consistent running game, the Chiefs could win half of
their games.
Reco rd at the time of publication: 1- 1
Prediction: 7-9

Jacksonville running back Fred
Taylor w ill lead a potent offense to
t he Super B owl.
Courtesy of j aguars.com

Surfing the net????
Check out
The Columbia Chronicle

NFL PREVIEW: 1999
JAGS,VIKES, TO RISE ABOVE
MEDIOCRE NFL
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Teams vie tor last plavoH spots as
An inside look at the crazy world of
professional wrestling and it's grip on
America.

baseball hits the home stretch
Randy Johnson, can return to his 1995 form when he
virtually carried Seattle to the playoffs and eventually to
the American League Championship round.
Meanwhile in the American League, the Yankees are
holding a three game lead on their ancient rivals, the
Whi le the Cubs race toward I 00 losses, and Sammy
Sosa continues his personal quest of homerun records, the
Boston Red Sox and are in a dead heat for the overall best
rest of baseball is fighting for post season slots. With less record in the American League with the five-time Central
than a week left in the season, seven teams are vying for
Division champions, the Cleveland Indians. The Indians
four spots : Mets, Braves, Astros and Reds in the National may have an advantage over the rest of the league.
League and the Yankees, Red Sox and Athletics in the
According to numerous complaints from opponents, most
American League.
notably the Boston Red Sox, the Indians may have
For the first time since their 1993 epic pursuit of the
installed an additional camera above home plate in order
to steal signs from the opposing battery.
San Francisco Giants, the Atlanta Braves are in a penBesides the alleged sign stealing, the Indians have
nant race. The New York Mets have been eyeing the top
of the Nat ional League East since the All-Star break but
again put their stranglehold on the Central Division with
after last week's sweep by the Braves, the Mets find
the rest of the division follow ing in pecking order.
Manny Ramirez has led the
themselves four games out, but still
offensive charge with his league
have three games remaining with
leading 149 RBis plus 40 homeAtlanta.
runs and a .335 batting average
Should the Mets concede the
to make him one of many MV P
division to the Braves, they should
qualify as the wild card representacandidates on the Indians. Along
with Ramirez, is the Mr. October
tive, sl!lce they hold a three game
lead over the Reds, who are also
of the 90s, Roberto Alomar.
three games behind Houston atop
Alomar has excelled in post-seathe National League Central.
son play every occasion his team
The Mets have used their possiadvances. From his dramatic
ninth inning homerun off of
ble all Gold Glove infield of John
Olerud, Edgardo Alfonzo, Rey
Oak land's Hall-of-Farner, Dennis
Ordonez and Robin Ventura, left to
Eckersely, in the '92 American
right, and the superior pitching of
League Championship to his '
Kenny Rogers and AI Leiter to stay
heroics in '96 as an Oriole beaton pace with the Braves all season
ing his present Cleveland
long.
employee, Alomar has delivered.
With the breakthrough seasons
The Astros are vying for their
second consecutive division title
from Richie Sexon along with
the while fend ing off injuries of
the arms of Bartolo Colon and
their own. From perennial MVP
Charles Nagy, the Indians have
New York Mets' catcher Mike Piazza
the
talent to return to the World
~andidate, Moises A lou's off-seahopes to power the Mets into the playson treadmill injury to third baseSeries
since their fai led attempt
offs.
man Ken Caminiti's never ending
in 1995.
'
At press time, the Red Sox have distanced themselves
injuries, and the adversity of losing Manager Larry
Dierker to a grand mal seizure for 27 games after collapsfrom the bargain basement priced Oakland team for the
ing in the dugout in June, the Astros have seen it all.
wild card spot in the American League for the second
consecutive year.~ The memory of Mo Vaughn's hapless
Without A lou and Caminiti in the lineup for most of
'98 post-season will be easily erased if Pedro Martinez's
the year, first baseman Jeff Bagwell and second baseman
Craig Biggio have been put in the spotlight more than
arm can withstand the post-season pressure. The Red Sox
once again go into the post-season with the 9 1-year ghosts
ever to perform, and they have sh ined like the aging
haunting them and the memories of the infamous Bill
Astrodome roof. The Astros have proved the theory that
Buckner blunder of the 1986 World Series looming with
pitching wins championships by showcasing two
20-game winners in left-hander Jose Lima and Mike
the Mets also into the playoffs.
Hampton, and just for good measure com ing out of topWith less than a week left in the season, the National
League is shaping up to be the most compelling out of the
ping closer.
pennant races as well as the impending playoffs.
The National League also produces the newcomer of
Atlanta will once again be right there in the end as the
the block, the Arizona Diamondbacks. In only their third
team of the 90's, but the real thought of a all New York
year in existence, the Diamondbacks are in the driver seat
World Series is very possible and would cause severe
for their first ever playoff appearance. After holding off a
backlash in cities such as Chicago with it's teams retoollate charge by the San Francisco Giants, the
ing, once again.
Diamondbacks have led the National League West since
early summer. The D'Backs hope that strikeout king,
B E NJAMIN TRECROC I

he wrestling world was
set abuzz by last week's
developments
when
WWF owner, Vince McMahon
became Heavyweight Champion
of the World and then just handed
it over with the question remaining-who 's the champion? On
Sun d
ay's
"Unforgiven" pay-per-view, six
WWF superstars ente red the ring
B ENJAMIN
w ith only one exiting as world
TRECROCI
champ. Hunter Hearst Helms ley,
SPORTS EorroR
The Rock, Mankind, British
Bulldog, Kane, and The Big
Show competed in a never before, "six pack" match;
fi rst man to score a pinfall is the winner. Theses six
were determined to be the top contenders for various
reasons.
HHH was the champion before Vince McMahon
defeated him last week with the help of 'Stone Cold'
Steve Austin, (who will be serving as special enforcer
for the six pack match). The Rock and Mankind, both
former champions themselves, have each had an ongoing war with HHH over the past year and deserve a shot
at the belt. Kane and The Big Show have also been at
war with HHH as well as w ith each other and may have
an in-match battle. The Bulldog however, has aligned
himself with HHH and will make the match interest ing.
Besides the developments at "Unforgiven," the
WWF has reportedly signed former ECW champion,
Taz, to a contract. Taz, who lost the ECW title to Mike
Awesome last week at "Anarchy Rulz" pay-per-view at
the Odeum in Chicago, is expected in the WWF by the
year's end.
In addition, the reformation of the Bad Ass Billy
Gunn and Roadogg Jessie James as the New Age
Outlaws has some speculating a Degeneration X
reunion. X-Pac is slated for a huge push as a top contender for the World Championship, and HHH is in the
middle of the championship picture. The question
remains whether they will join forces.
Over in the WCW, the shakeup continues from the
top with Eric Bischoff's demotion to a lower position in
the organization in the company from vice president to
budget cuts of wrestlers' contracts.
Brian Adams, who has had numerous characters in
both the WWF and WCW, was introduced recently as
Demon, a wrestler that personified the rockband KISS
gimmick, including the makeup to a "T."
Thankfully, this angle was scrapped because of the
budget cuts and not enough positive reaction from the
crowds.
Bret Hart, Ric Flair and Hulk Hogan are scheduled
to take Lex Luger on tonight's Monday "Nitro" in an
absolute 360 degree switch from only a few moths ago.
Hogan has gone retro, by again wearing the ye llow and
red colors that made him famous and dropp ing the
black and white colors of the NWO. Hart has returned
to the ring since his brother Owen Hart's death in May
and has been receiving cheers from the crowd ever
since. Flair, is expected to hold a role in the company
and has finally ended his feud with Bischoff and is free
to do as he wants until he retires. Sting, Luger and
Page have tried to go the 'bad guy' route to resurrect
their careers the way Hogan did before.
The two men that were instrumental in the return of
wrestling to popu larity, Kevin Nash and Scott Hall are
expected to once again reform "The Outsiders," a team
that wasn't supposed to be in the company but stayed
anyway. Nash, who is supposed to be "retired" since
losing to Hogan in August, and Hall, who has been off
si nce March with inj uries, are expected to make their
return some time in October.
With the recent addition of "WWF SMACKDOWN!" on UPN every Thursday night, along with
WCW Thunder, wrestling is experiencing overkill and
needs a jump-start.
For nearly a year and half, WWF has beaten WCW
in the ratings war on Monday Nights. Hopefully for
WCW 's sake the rat ing gap will shrink and make both
Nitro and Raw reasonable shows to watch.
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This column will appear on a bi-monthly basis.

If you have any SUt:JJestions, comments or complaints keep them to yourself or e-mail Benjamin
Trecroci at bft3@hotmail.com

Sports Editor

This

In Sports
N.F.L.

Monday Night Football-San Francisco at Arizona Cardinals, ABC
Jacksoville Jaguars at Pittsburgh Steelers

Major League Baseball
New York Mets vs. Atlanta Braves, Tuesday-Thursday
Chicago Cubs at St. Louis Cardinals, Friday-Sunday

National Hockey League
Chicago Blackhawks at Toronto Mapleafs, Tuesday (preseason)
Season begins Friday- Pittsburgh Penguins at Dallas Stars, ESPN

College Football
Michigan at Purdue
Wisconsin at Ohio St.
Northwestern at Minnesota
Tennessee at Auburn
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